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•	 UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


700 


January 18, 192 


I€MOIWDUN 


To:	 Mails and Files Branch 


From:	 Howard F. Kefler, Rare and Misc. Metals Division 


Subject: Docket DMA-171t6X (Molybdenum) 
Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc. 
801 Central Building 
Seattle 1, Washington 


Docket DMA-17)46X (Molybdenum) and Docket DNA-16S8 (Tungsten) 
deal with exactly the same application, property, veins and exploration 
project. Actually no application was ever received for Docket DMP-
17L6X and it was evidently a mistake that a docket number was assigned 
separately to the molybdenum part of the application. 


Docket DMA-l68 was denied November 23, l9Sl and since Docket 
DMA-l7)46X . . is included in the same application, Docket DMA-l7L6 should 
be considered closed.


/
Howard F. Keller
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALSADMINISTRATLON


WASHINGTON 25, 0. C.


January 18,


700 
FILE COPY


SURNAME: 


MEMORANDUM 


To:	 Mails and Files' Branch 


From:	 Howard 1. Keller, Hare and Iisc. Metals Diviion 


Subject: Docket DNAi76X (Kolybdenum) 
consolidated Molybdenum, Inc.	 - 


•	 801 Central Building 
•	 Seattle 14, Washington 


Docket DMAi7b6X (4o1ybdenum) and Docket: DNAi1658 (Thngsten) 
deal with exactly the same application, property, veins and exploration 
project. Actually no application was ever received for Docket DMA 
17146X and it was evidently a mistake that a docket 'number was assigned 
separately to the molybdenum part of the application. 


•	 Docket DNA'1658 was denied November 23, 1951 and since Docket 
DMA17Li,6X is included in the sax application, Docket DMA-l7b should 
be considered closed. • 


•	 }Ioward F. Keller 


HFKeller/jem	 ' • 


cc to: Adm. Reading File	 '	 '	 • 


•,	 Docket	 '	 '	 •	 ' 
Mr. Ellis	 •	 •	 •. '	 •	 •	 '	 , ,	 :,	 •	 • , 


"'i	 •' Mr. Keller • '	 ' •	 '	 '
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, Jaton 


l4y dear .


oceipt La ec viodgoci of your sp1icatic and 


a4tsce.nta at Jin. 19, i9t for an .xploratton loan wader the 


Dofena. Prs.tucU.or Aa at 1950. 


•	 i,1* application v** *ieig*ed DOCk*t Muad*r D$A'17JX 


referred o r. J. L cJ.	 Chief, Mo1ybdenui I$ranth on 


Jui 28, 39a. 


In .z fre eoraeepo*sece relating to yow appli. 


ostias, kindi refer to DflAlfl6L.


inve*'1y' otr*, 


LANDON F. STROBEL 


tendon 1. Ftrobel 
Exeaiittvs S.nb.i' 


)'. Strobe1:jc 
cot Strobel 


tile 
Gowei







CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


SEATTLE 4. WASHINGTON 
801 Central Building 


June 19, 1951 


United States Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey 
S. 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 8, Washington 


Gentlemen: 


Thank you for your letter of June 5, 1951. This is in regard 
to our application for Federal aid on molybdenum:. At the 
timeof filing that, we did not understa nd that a seperate 
1\[F-103 was necessary for each application. This will of 
course, effect our estimated cost on the molybdenum. The 
total estimated cost would be $6,000.00. As to the manner 
in which this would be used, we have not as yet been able 
to decide. We have beensdvlsed to drill the property, 
which would cost about 5,0OO.0O for three holes of a little 
over 300 feet each. This work would be let out on a con-
tract basis to an independent drilling contractor. However, 
we have received advice also that it would be unnecessary to 
drill and that it would be better to spend that money in 
driving shafts to locate the veins. This can easily be done 
as the molybdenum is visible on the surface of the canyon 
floor in places. We therefore wish to secure competent advice 
from a rather experienced mining engineer. We should like 
to engage the services of such an engineer and then depending 
upon his advice either institute the drilling program or drive 
the shafts. I believe the latter wbu'ld be the more practical. 
We acknowledge thth the exploration program for molybdenum 
would be on a 50% matching basis. Incidentally, the cost of 
drilling woUk be close to 5.00 per foot. We have not as yet 
obtained a sound estimate from any driller. 


Very truly yours, 


C0NS0LIDKIED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


V. M. sterberg 
President 


VMO :vl
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UNITED STATES	 --	 r 


H	 Di-AI-<IMLINI 01- IHINIhF.10I 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25 D C. 


June 29, 19l 


Mr.V.. M. Osterberg, President	 Subject: IWiA.'l7b6A 
3i Central widing	 e: xplondan 


Seattle b, 


1y dear Mr. Ost.rberg: 


Receiot is acknowledged of your application and 


attachments of June (1 i9l for an exploration loan under the 


Defense !?roductio Act of I9O.	 S 


The application ws assigned £ock.t u*er &*l7 


sd referred to hr. J. B. Govsn, Chief, ioizybdenm Branch on 


JW1O 28,


In nyr future correspondonc, relating to your applt. 


cation, kiricUy. refer to bW.l746L







OFFICE
305 Howaith Halt 


Coltee o Puget Sound
Pr 3521


FF.E]JERCK A McMILL1N 
Eo!nic Geologist 
Tacoma, Washington


- 


RESIDENCE 
3101 North 31st Street


Pr. 1715 


On October 7 to 9, 191i 9, D.n attempt was made to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated Molybdentthi Inc., property located, in eec, 26 and 27, 


R1OE, T 25 N, W,M, Conditions of weather nade a complete examination 


impossible. Determination of the nature and character of the veins was 


possible and this section of the report will deal with this phase. 


The location of the vein Is In Devil's Canyon, Erosion has removed, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of vein material from the canyon., 


The wall rock of Devil's Canyon is pre.Cascadian Granite (Hornblend 


Biotite Granite). The sequence of eVents that produced Devil's Canyon are: 


(1) Normal fault in which the west block has dropped, thus iving a vertical 


displacement of the two sides. This compoflent was not accessible within the 


time spent on the property. (2) Into this fault was intruded a fissure vein 


of quartz. The vein material is glassy and well frozen on the wall of the 


respective blocks. (3) At some later time a dilation dike of Cascadian 


granodIrite was introduced, This dike opened. the old fissure forcing the 


respective wall apart to the extent of three to ten feet. (l ' ) Th tac- . fl1vi 


,mer,.t is not clear in relation to the time element, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had cryatalized. This was .a lateral movement, again involving the 


foot block that moved to the south. Either simultaneous with this movement or 


at some time later, quart carrying sulfides invaded the dike. This invasion 


filled the fractes an4 replaced some of the origjial quartz and rock minerals. 


Mineralization t in all three componentS of the zone. 'The cMracteristic 


mineral is molybd.enite with lesser amounts of other culfides. This type of 


deposition is known as "deslininated. replacement" and Is one of the known types 


of niolybdenun. 3eos 1ts
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Molybdenite tends to deposit in definite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented by the area that is intersected by 


the tunnel is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the tunnel is about midway in the. zone of molybdenite 


deposition. At a higher elevation represented by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfides seem to run stronger. At some distance down the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing of molybdenite, These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 


There were no samples taken t this time for assay. Samples should be 


carefully cut from vail .to vail and of uniform depth and assayed. Until, this 


is done very little can be said as to whether the Devil's Canyon is a mine or 


not. Just by visual inspection, it would appear that there is enough strength 


to the deposit to warrant a c.omplte sampling and detailed examination. 


After sampling and assaying has established the,tenure of the ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a mini'n system for the adequate development 


of thc property. Thc topography is su.h. .bat the location of tunnels ' and the 


.	 -icrk would not. preerx a problem.
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On August 19, 1950 the property of the Consolidated. Molybdenum 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the purpose of completing the 


examination that was started last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather conditions. The canyon was explored except the extreme upper end. 


Heavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible. 


In the preliminary report the rock conditions were discussed in 


detail and the type of veins were su&ied. Here the author will only 


augment that report and make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of molybdetiie as the characteristic sulfide mineral. 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Incorporated prdpertieè are in 


Section 26, 27; R.lO E.; T.25 N.; WM. 


The past history of the property is not recorded in the literature 


and is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Northwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that as early as 1892 prospec 


tors had crossed the divide from the Skykomish - Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualinie river. However there is no mention of Molybde.. 


nite made at this time. 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated in 1782 but no large scale pro.. 


duction was made until 1913 and real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


iron and steel. Molybdenum acts like tungsten but more so. It requires 


approximately 50% less molybdenum to obtain a similar quality of alloy. 


Molybdenum Is at the present the most Important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization in iron and 


steel are increased by the use of molybdenum. Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and resistance to 


Cry tallizatj.o are requtred as En aIxraft parts, automobiles, shafts,
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high speed tools, gears, guns, and armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil t s Canyon are pre-Cascadián or early Cascad.ian 


granite (horublend. biotite granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's 


Canyon are: 


(1) Normal faulting in which the west block had both a strike and. dip component. 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion has obscured 
the amount of this movement and as it has no direct relation to the events that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration. 


(2) Into this fault was intruded a dilation d.yke O granodibrite Thib grand-
diorite is of the so called Cascadian granodiorite trpe, 


(3) A second series of movements took place that shattered the granodior-
ite dike but apparently did not extend into the wall rock. 


(14.) Into these secondary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts Well 
formed crystals were present in places. 


(5) Movement was again active. This third movement , extended into the canyon 
wail producing tear faults in the downthrow block, West block, or foot wall. 


(6) At somet.me later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian Intrus-
ive action, veins of moderate high temperature quarts invaded all fractures. 
These solutions and vapors carrying quartz and molybdenite were under sufficient 
pressure to invadethe granodiorite, depositing fine"grained molbdenite in the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In some places., rosettes of molybdenite 
occures in the granodiorite. 


The Quartz carrying molybd.enite Ic in the main glassy with the molybd.enite 


occurring within the quartz as well as at the contact of the veins with the wall 


rock. These quartz veins make up approximately 25% of the mineralized area. 


Devil 's Canyon is narrow slot 	 by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granodiorite dike. The walls are precipitous and the grade of the canyon is 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, is interrupted by several abrupt cliffs in 


the floor of the canyon and becomes a torrent even with a small amount of rain. 


Much of the canyon floor is covered with detritus that obscures mineralization.
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Deer Gulch is the main tear fault that cuts the foot waliblock. This 


fault has the same history as the main Devil's Canyon fault and conta.ns the 


same type of mineralization, The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that is 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's Canyon, but more probably it is a tear fault vein 


of simu1teneous origin. However there is ev.dence that there is a second dike 


east of Devil's Canyon. This was not investigated but should be. 


mineralized zone varies inwidth from two feet to ten:feet.•The. 


pinchLag and swelling follows the original fault walls and is characteristic. 


.'	 e7rtiion in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide aninera1 appear. This is the normal history of i.ir.s of this 


The description of the mineralized area was difficult because of the erosion. 


Gn.. :txly sees the entire width of the mineralized dike and the quartz veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure. The dike rock has had some alteration 


as the result of the intrusion of the quartz bearing hot solutions. This has 


me the deposition of the molybdenite possible by opening minute channeI be-


twecn the crystals that were disturbed by the fault movement. In t 'raodi-


orite that has been exposed. by the erosion and acted upon by: the air plus Some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered. to molybdite, Mo 203 or 


molybdenum ochre. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ançe. This should. not be confused with the yellowish color of the iron stains 


of limonjte. 


The quartz veins range in width from almost undiscernible veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the quartz vein matter is a small amount of 


se?isite probably derived from the altera,ion of the feldpats,. The dissemination 


of molybdenite in both the granodiorite and the quartz veir,.s is not uniform in
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concentration but leans and strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, but the amount of min-


eral present will be approximately the same. Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency towards enrichment. The overall is a strong 


showiig of molybdenum with ample tops to make an operation advisable.. 


Before much capital is invested for other purposes there should be a drilling 


program planned and the results of such a program carefully studied. This will 


tell just bow much ore there is present and how it is concentrated. As the 


property now stands it is a raw prospect and there is no ore that can be estimated 


or described farther than to say that there is, on the basis of surface showings, 


a sizable tonnage of theoretical ore. 


As molybdenite tends to deposit in a definite zone under rather a narrow 


thermal range, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of the lower half of the mineralized zone. A new location should be 


sought at a lower level and a mining engineer employed to lay out the mining 


methods. Such a location could be found about two hundred feet below the present 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a. plan that will give a comprehensive and logical 


apprQaCh to the problem. This should be in writing for future reference. Dis-


coveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed'to said discàv-


eries so that they may be readily accessible for examination. 


A new cabin and. such other buildings as are appertenant should be planned 


for early spring and so located that the danger of snow slides would be avoided. 


The present cabin is untenantable.
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At the places where ropes are now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can 'be seen as a whole without endangering life and limb. 


Hand. samples are inadequate so large samples should be taken from several 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and sent to some estab-


lished firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should. be in the neighborhood of 500 pounds each. 


It is my belief that such a method of sampling would show enough strength 


to the ore body to warrant evelopm.ent in the inunediate future. 


/s! F, A MeMillin 


F A. McMILLIN 
Econcmic Geologist
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REPORT ON 


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC El HOLDINGS


IN THE BUENA VISTA MINING DISTRICT 


KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON 


by 


OLIN ii. SPRAGUE 


Professional Engineer 
641 N. Callow Avenue 


Bremerton, :Iashington. 


"BECAUSE THESE SLCTJR1TIES ARi BELILJVED TO BE EXEMPT FROH 
RLGISTR&TION, THEY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH TILE SECURITIES 


iXCHANGL CQiihiISSION; LUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF AVAILABLE, DOES 
NOT INDICATE THAT THE SECURITIES HAVE BEEN EITHER APPROVED OR 
DIAFFRUVED BY THE COMLIISSION OR THAT THE COM:iISSION HAS 
CONSIDERLD TilL ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE STATENTS IN 
THI COMLUNICAT ION."
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641 N Callow Ky.. 


Bremerton, Wash.,


October. 23., 1948. 


At. your request I have mad , an examinatiozi of the 


mining claims comprising the Cosolidated.io1ybdenurn, Inc. Mine, 


property during October, 1948. 


I am embracing my. findings in the attac}ed Report. 


This Report is based upon what I have. seen, frotncéitain recorded 


documents, maps j and ,froni converatiöns with. persons whom I 


conider to know.whereofthoy have spoken. 


The intenterein is to give an accurate description 


o: 'he p:operty with the purpose in mind of offering duly sub-





zritiated facts, or, at times., my conclusions based upon my 


obse'vaticns, combined with written documents. 


My purpose is to so plaqe .my statement of fact, that 


those interested in what I. am s.ay.ng will be able to draw correct 


conclusions relative to this iiMng Property, upon reading and 


studying what is to follow.


/ 
-	


t4/,/
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CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC. PROPERTY 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. Property is located in 


SectiOn 27, Twp 25 N. R. 10 hi. W.M. in the northeastern part Of 


King County, ashintOn. It is in the Buena Vista Mining District 


OffIcial Records of the property are kept in the County Auditor's Office, 


of King County, at Seattle, Washington. 


Ownership is by Possessory Right, which, under United States 


and .ashington State Mineral and Mining Laws, means that the claimant 


in possession can not be distubed except by some one who shows a better 


right to the premises. 


The present owner has possessed, occupied, and improved the 


property, and complied with the legal requirements since 1905, or there-


aboutso 


•	 Claim corners are in place and the boundary lines marked in 


the usual manner. 


•	 There is a log cabin 18 feet by 18 feet conveniently situated 


upon the property: a good trail leading thereto, and a tunnel 5 feet by 


7 feet in section. Some mining tools and cabin equipment. 


The general appearance of the property is such as convinces 


one that the owner or claimant, has thru all these years, valued and 


cherished this property. The said owner shows by his toil and effort. 


that he has continuously placed faith in the promise the property offers.. 


-1-
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It might be further stated as a fact,. that the toil and effort 


put upon the property has been purposeful, ar*d pursued wilh a high degree 


of intelligences 


The orebody outcroppIng and in the tunnel, is a mass and a 


flaked Molybdenite in a large Pegmatite dyke. There is reason to be-


hove that this property contains, at least two other, and separate 


Pegmatite dykes.. 


ACCLSIBILITY 


The route to the. Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property, start-


ing from Seattle, is over U.S. Hiway' No. 1.0, Last to 1\Torth Bend., some 


9 miles, then northe&sterly up the County Road following the North. Fork 


of the Snoqualmie River some 26 miles. The 1 st 10 miles of this- County, 


Road has been built during 1948, and csists of a well gravelled rQad.. 


built to support heavy traffic. 


It is a Rine-to-iviarket Road on a right-ofway secured by Ring 


County thru Court condemnation. This right-of-way is secured to the. 


Forestry Boundary, one mile furtherthan ôonstructed, and the Lennox 


Fume is at the further end of this uncompleted mile.. Lxpectation of 


improvement of this. last mile is' thru cooperative effort of the: owners 


of property contiguous to the Forestry Boundarynd lying around the. con-


fluence of the Lennox River and the North Fork of the SnoqualmieT. 


From the Forastry B ounda'ry', the 'State o Washingt•Or iine-t--" 


iiarket Road Commission has surveyed and located a route up the Lennox 


River some 4 and 1/2 miles, substantially following the old, existing
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'trail southeasterly to the mouth of Cougar Creek. Plans and spcifi 


cations have been prepared 'f or construction of this section 'of road 


'up Lennox River, and contract for construction is shortly expeC:ted to 


be 'let by the State 'of Washington ffighway Department. Completion of the 


road is expected, and specified in the Specifications, early in 1949. 


The road whenconstructedWill end at the foot of the.slope 


rising to the south and ap .proximately'3/4 mile north of the central part 


'of Consolidated Molybdenum mo. property. 


From examinatIon, access to the property.from the eridof the 


Mine to iiarket Road, as now located, will be upwards of 1 and 3/4 miles 


'of road on a 9% grade,' with perhaps one or two "switchbacks'. This 


route would take off up the Lennox River and over a northeasterly slope 


:a'ffording ample way for sustaining the desired grade. 


Ground is very good for' road ccntructi'on andwith proper 


drainage should not present 'any difficulties0 The route 'follows :thru 


a timbered area; hence no snow slide trouble. 


DESCRIPT ION 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property is. a group of 10 


claims, center lines of which extend' from Cougar 'Creek South 52 0 East. The 


"souther1y string consists •of 4: claims, each 1500 f.t..up the mountain side and 


'r'unn.in from'Cougar Creek South'52° L'at, 6000 ft .. Northerly from and para11l 


and adjacent tO this string, are two strings of'3 claims etending so 


'that" he southeasterly end lines of all three strings lie in a strai$t 


ii'np.	 nother*ay"OfdesøriPti'on is' to'saytht':9 claims form a rectangle
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4500 ft., or three claims, long, &nd exteri1ing South 520 East up the 


mountain, and three claims or 1800 ft. wide, at right angles to the slide 


lines across the upward slope0 The tenth claim extends in line from the 


northwesterly part of the rectangular group downward to Cougar Creek a 


handle on a rectangle. 


The entire surface of the property is covered with a growth of 


Alpine and Noble Fir and Yellow Cypress. Some of the Cypress attains 


a diameter of 6 ft. indicating great age arid the trees stand uninjured 


or deformed from any slides or other catastrophic agencies. This indioate 


a safe surface0 


Along the keneral center line of the southwesterly four claims 


up the mountain, there is a canyon, rising on a slope of 350, or 57 ft. 


per 100 ft. The w.i1s are sheer granit and rise, in places, upwards of 


100 ft. abo'M the flóbi'; the width of the canyon varies from 15 ft to 


50 ft.


The floor from Cougar Creek to the top of the slope is a 


Pegmatite with quartz, lying in laminated formation 2 to 6 inches of the 


Pegmatite with a quartz ribbon in between - 1/4 to 3 inches thick0 These 


alternate ribbons fill the entire width between the canyon walls, and the 


Molybdenite ore is found in this floor formation. 


A tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. in section is driven in this canyon, in 


the second claim, some 1200 ft. from and 600 or 700 ftp higher than Cougar 


Creek0


The pot&l is in the side of th. canyon, safely out of the creek







bed and after traversing' thru the granite wall, strikes the Peginatite vein, 


100 feet in, and under the northerly side of the vein. It then follows 


the vein for a distance of 100 feet to the tunnel face. The walls of the 


tunnel are impregnated with the Molybdenite ore. 


Parallel to and northerly from the canyon there are two creeks 


flowing in small gulches, in which the same Pegmatite shows up. Their 


extent is at present undetermined, The indication is more than enough to 


warrant extensive investigation. A great deal of Molybdic Ocher coloration 


shoWs all along each of these creeks and iIilolybdic Ocher is an excellent 


gUide to undex1ying Mólybdenite deposits. 


t11! DEtO&±T 


The strike of the veins on the Consolidated o1ybdenum Inc. Property 


is South 52 East, the dip is 80° to 90 0 . The Pegmatite in the Canyon itself 


lies exposed from the upper edge of the talus above Cougar Creek, upward 


along the Canyon floor some 5000 ft. It varies in width from 15 to 50 ft. 


Pegmatites rise from very great depths, and are notorious for their irregular 


structure. Their depth range is so great that no mine starting on a pro-


ductive Pegmatite is likely to reach a horizon too deep for further deposits. 


Zonal arrangment of minerals within Pegmatite bodies is common, 


but these changes rare usually symetrical with respect to the walls and to 


the center line, and are not expression of depth. This is to say that any 


change of mineral within the body takes place immediately across the section 


of Pegmatite, horizontally, and say, at right angles to the main axis of the 


-5...
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vein; it does not change vert.ca1ly as in eririohxitcnt veins with thsir 


• zon&l•arrangement,. according to ae and pecifio gravities. 


This characteristic of Pegmatites is quito dependable, and applied 


to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property we have a Pegrnatite vein in depth 


from FJevation 3500 At Cougar Creek, rising thu the four claims South 520 


East to idevation around 6000, ora depth of probably 2500 ft. with no 


information as to depth below Cougar Creek bed. 


Again this same vein or a close relative strike off to the 


northwer3t on the same b@ariri of North 520 est over Goat Mountairi to 


Sunday Lake and car'. be traced for two and onehalf miles; where it crosses 


Goat Mountain about one mile northwot, it outcrops considerably hither 


than the apex of the Consolidated .Wo1hdenurn property. 


This Iead to the cnciujon that here lics a tremendous body of 


ore. 


I1iPORTANCE OF 140LThDENLtM 


The reasonable assurance of an ample deposit of ore brings up 


thc juotion of what ive this ore its importance? Vhat is it used for? 


What is its vah? 


Lolybdemito is ompced o.t 	 elements, 6G molybdenum arid 4 


sulphur, and i cdso known ae Molybdenum Suiphide. It is a soft, shiny, 


grey or baack miniraJ. usually in flak3e or plates. its hardness is 1, 


and specific gravity 4.8. A cubic foot will weigh up to 300 pounds. 


Molybdenite is used as a luhrioa; in its place, superior to 


-6'-
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graphite, which it sorewhat resembles. It iS especially valuable around 


hiha.speed machinery and the moving parts Cf delicate instruments, as a 


lubricant. Refined, that is, Molybdenite with constituent parts serate1 


,èmelted, leaves tho metal, ]olybdenum Molybdenum is used in steel allor 


I oi higtpeed tools, and steel and iron castings. It is found in the 


United States in Maine, New Hampshire Washington, Colorado and New Mexico. 


Its value ecists both b4Th'e .siid after smelting. Refining and 


concentrating is rather ticklish because of Its specific .grairooming 


ólos tO. the copper pyrites whidh may be preseni. i small quantities In 


the Pegmatite along its joints With the Host Roek This examination has 


disclosed no pyrites but some Is almost inevitablej however, the metal is 


rccoverëd and the process is not an involved one as witness the present 


pr othict ion. 


The demand since World War II has greatly increased on account 


of new uses. and wider distribution of consupti ; the price is by the pound, 


at present about 461 a pound for the Molybdenite at the mine. 


ASSAYS


Such data as to assays is, at this time, scant. The 1ev; samples 


reported upon show l- 4% - 5% arid one sample which returned l. This, 


roughly, gives 100 pounds per ton, or, say, 45.00 per ton. From all 


indications this does not seem unreasonable. 


DEVELOPMENT, 


The matter of development on the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 


property is one that should be give utmost care. Access to the property at 


this time is over trails and roads, and by late 1949 every indiøation is that 


motor traffic will be available to within 3/4 of a mile from the present cabin.
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The existing tüi'4el óz the property appears to he in a well 


sleoted location. Lt this recpct, it is ot as critioisn but a a 


Øuctio, h.at o tumol lower dowi toward Cougar Creek might be to a 


•	 bitter advaiitae, as some 400 or 0t) f4t of' elevation might better be 


•	 Ütiiizo. The oterting pl.n voüld cottrol this natter. The mine looks 


as though it ouid o developed by orkin; severe.l levels. 


The slope down to the bottom of the hill is etraight and an 


where on a coveiiient spot ., i}'ie nil hoü1d .b	 laed this is u control 


fctbi'


It reens, from preeor infonitioi, that ore might be trans 


ferred over rerj.]. trrn from the upi:r reh& 10 a mill close down bj 


the rcad whore it could be 'lOaded onto truàk for shipping. The miii to 


coricéntratc and store I o hippthg 


There is good pdssibility of ample water power both ir Cougar 


Creek aid on Lennox Rthr Would suggest thAt this be with low head turbine. 


Mabhiriery is more expensive but re4uirés less contruotion. - hc 	 tmdecy 


towards getting everybhing "o1oe-in. 


0win to th. distance oUt it would appear that ' camp buildings 


will be iiecessary	 took house with cO isr r and, later a superintendent's 


house with an office. 


Mine timbers will be necessary, which may be cut from timber on 


the ground. This will probably work out cheaper if a small "portable mill11 


were set up at the start. Lumber and timbers could be out from standing
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timber on the property as required and around 25.00 per M. saved over 


market cost. It would also save unnecessary traffic over the road, whioh 


can ±nterfere with, ore shipment. 


CO1' CLTTS ION


From th indications on Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property it 


shcuJ.d be pin to anyone acquainted with th3 ore Moly}-denite, ar.d the rock 


Pegrriatite, that here lies a very proiniing Mine Property. The potential 


tonnage would only be a wild, wierd. guess t this times It is certain that 


one vein some 5000 fe*t long, 15 feet wide, and average 1250 feet in depth 


exists and is in sight at a single glance. With two other veins not so 


plainly discernible but showin strong evidence of similar existence, it is 


too hypothetical at this time, to say anything more, 


We biow only partially what the bottom may be. The ore appears 


remarkably free from other metals than Molybdenum. The. definite assurance 


of the road being built close to the Mine is an advantage few properties can 


enjoy. In short, every feature and circumstance pertaining to this 


propertj is enhancing its value, 


Hypothetically estimating production for sake of further 


elucidation, let us assume one tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. the length of each 


string of claims. The total length of tuiel would then be 


6000 ft. in the southerly string of 4 claims 
4500 ft. in each of the two northerly strings, or 


15000 ft. of theoretically prothctive ore. 


• then the volume of material would be 
5x7x15000 


15 Cu. ft. pertàn 0 35000 tons 


Average value of 35000 tons ( 5% or 100 lbs. Molybdenite per ton of ore 


would yield 3,500,000lb. of Molybdenite.
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Such a vast quantity, even in theory, is staggering and should 


not, of course, be used in any reasonable estimates. But again, we have 


only considered depth at 7 ft. and there is likely to be 1200 or 1500 


feet ó depth, plus hát may lie below the level of Cougar Creek Floor. 


Ore should be expected to such depth as Pegmatite my extend, and mined 


to such a horizon a the rock will stand, and Pegmatite extends to very 


great deptho 


It should be rerieribered also, that Uraninito, found only in 


Pegmatites, is not an impossibility. No one iQIows for sure that this 


ore does not exist here on this property, and £indin none would be.n 


loss. No investigation has been made as far as we 1iow. The basic con 


ditions for Uranium, Thorium, and other rare metals exist in this Pegmatite, 


and is worth the test. The quantity of Molybdenite would soon pay the cost 


of such an investigation. 


Then too, as characteristic inPegniatite, there are quantities 


of clear quartz crystals in the rock around these dykes, Some observed, 


measured 3 inches long by 1 inch across. These, when clear, are valuable 


in lens making, and in radio and other industrial uses. 


Accessibility and extent of the deposit make this property a 


very valuable one.
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STATUTORY STATE:IENT - CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENITh'i INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenses of State of washington. 


EXHIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of Wa3hiton, May 25, 1948, 


EXHIBIT 2. Address of registered business office in State of Washington: 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington. 


EXHIBIT 3. List of officers, all of whom are directors, holdthg office for 
term of one year, and amount of stock held: 


G.L.Hansenésident, 614 Yale Avenue N., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
L0J.Madden' vice president, Rt.3 Box 415, Bremerton,Wash. 127,500 shares held 
K.O.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, hash. 127,500 shares held 
E.A.Amburn, treasurer, 1814 25th S., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
C.L.Johnston, director, 245 S.Montgoniery St. ,Bremerton,Wn.127,500 shares held 
B. Saurers, director, Rt.3, Box 415-B, Bromerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Madden, director, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
G.M.Oste,rberg,irtoj, 756 Stiinson Bldg, Seattle, Wash. 127,500 share held 
V. Osterberg,f€ .-, 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Wn. 127,500 shares held 
Mrs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash.	 127,500 shares held 
J. Zybura, director, 4409 - 36th So., Seattle, Wash', 	 127,500 shares held 
Mrs,E.L.Watson,director, 76 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn.	 127,500 shares held 


EXHIBIT 4. Number of shares of common stock authorized, all nonassessable, 
3,000,000 shares, par value 10? each. Preferred stock, None. 


EXHIBIT 5. Consolidated ilolybdenum,. Inc., issued 127,000 shares to each of 
twelve inoorporators. 1,530,000 shares are placed in escrow with Irederiok W. 
Post, 6251 - 31st N.E., Seattle, iashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


EXHIBIT 6, Consideration received by company from shares issued and 
outstanding July 1, 1948, is: On 1,530,000 shares, 153,000 value placed on 
lease and organizing. 


EXHIBIT 7. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1948. 
ASSETS	 LIABILITIES 


Lease on property...'.........127,5O0.00	 Common Stock issued....... fl53,000.00 
Deferred charges, 


propaid expenses...... 25,500.00	 __________ 


TOTAL.......... 153,O00.00	 TOTAL........... .453,000.00 


EXHIBIT 8. Number of shares or other securities to be issued to public in 
present offering:


No. Shares Offering Price 
Common Stock...o..d. ' 	 1,470,000	 10? 
Preferred Stock........	 None	 None 
Approximate amount expected to be detived from sale..	 $147,000.00 
Approcimate amount of commissions to be paid........	 36,750.00 


Approximate amount of exploration work, development 
work, and equipment to be purchased............ 	 '	 110,000.00 
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EXHIBIT 9. Rate of commissions to be paid and' farm of payment. (In money 


cc c•mpar.y's seourities). 


1. Agents. ...................• ............... 25% in money 
2. Member of corporation a selling agent,.. 25% in money 


3	 Underwriters...... . . . ....... , . . . . . . . . ... . None 


Athount of salaries to be pa.id for ensuing year: 
No calaries are to be paid to the president or vice president or secretary 


or treasurer or general manager or others. 


EXHIBIT 10. Names and addresses of authorized Agents or underwriters at' 


time of filing: 


G. N. Osterberg, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Vernon Oseriierg, 19345 - 37th Avenue, N.E., Seattle, Washington 


Mrs E. 1... 1atson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. Lillien Liptrap, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
John Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Garry L. Hansen, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 
Leonard J. Madden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
Jack 'iladden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
E. A. Amburn, 1814 - 25th South, Seattle, 'Iashington 
Kenneth 0. Melling, 14521 aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 
Edwin Saurers, Rt. 3, B	 415-B, i3remerton, Washington 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. 1iTontgomery Street, Bremerton, 'Iashington 


EXHIBIT 11. (a) Desoribe fully history of company. (b) Describe claims 
and give their approximate location, and type of mining to be engaged in. 
(a) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work. (a) Type of machinery and 


equipment to be purchased. (f) Briefly outline purpose for which funds are to 
be used. 


Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc. was organized in ilay, 1948. It does not 
succeed any other form of mining company; it is a completely new company. The 
claims are located in the Buena Vista Mining district, which district is approxi-
mately 25 miles North and cast of North Bend, Washington. The company has a 99 
year lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 ast, W. H., King County, Washington. No royalties or other 


cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the incorporators own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for stock in the 


company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is 427,500.00. Some tunnel 
work has been done, At the point of access to the ore bearing vein, a swift 


mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" cuS through the vein. A tunnel has 
been driven into the side of the canyon, to curve around to the vein and escape 
the water. Further development work proposed by the, company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 
workers, erection of mill and flotation plant, and the installation of a tram 
from mine to mill, together with the necessary grading.
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The machinery needed and proposed to be purchased includes; Diesel power 
plant, 50-ton mill, flotation plant, air compressors and drills, tramway equipment 
and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary accessories and tackle for such 
equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the mining. claims, erect such 
buildings as are necessary to house men and equipment, purchase mining, milling 
and flotation equipment, arid to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolls, 
payment of taxes, and purchase of supplies. 


There is no present authorization in the organizational plan of the company 
for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and no such action is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient amounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
secure the type of administration needed to carry on the work. 


Dated May 25, 1948. 


(Corporate Seal)
	


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


AJj I /Ci 
By G.L.Hansen, President. 


Attest: K.O.1 felling, Secretary
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0ON0LIDATD ?5QLThD1U, INC. 


BaLANC SH1T
December 31, 1950 


cureit 4ssets: 


Cash 
AcOount Receivable 


Total Current Assets 


i.zed Asaets: 


Deferred Development 
Oftice Fuirniture and Fixtures 
Laz


Total Fizd Assets 
Tote], &eseta


219.31 
600 MO


•0	 819.3j 


155,243.29 
156,062. 60 


O 2,227.64
16.75


153 00O. 00 


ABIL1TiES 


Current Liabjlitles 


Pledges Received 
Pledged Contracts 


Total 


Capital Stock, Authorized 
Less Capital took, Unissued. 
Capital Stock Issued 


Paidin Surplus 
Total Liabilities and Capital


0	 300.00


900.00 


300,O00.0O 
_145.. 600:. 00


154,400.00
762.60


156, 062.60
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FREDERICK A McMILLIN 
OFFICE	 EconOmic Geologist	 RESIDENCE 


305 Howarth Hall	 Tacoma, Washi.ngton	 3101 Notth3lst Street 
CoIlee of Puget Sound	 Pr. 1715 


Pr. 3521 


On October 7 tO 9, 19149, an attempt was made to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated Molybdenum, mdi, property located. in sec. 26 and. 27, 


R1OE, T25 N, W.M Conditions of weather n3ade a complete examination 


impossIble. Determination of the nature and charatez' of the veins was 


possible and. this section of the report will deal vth this phase. 


The location of the vein is in	 '8 Canyon. / Erosion has removed,, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of vein material from the canyon. 


The wall rock of Devil's Canyon is pre ..Cascadian Granite, (Hornblend 


Biotite Granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's Canyon are: 


(1) Normal fault in which the west block has dropped, thus giving a vertical 


displacement of. :the two sides. This comoent was not accessible within the 


time spent on the property. (2) Into this fault was intruded a fissure vein 


of quartz. The vein material is glassy and well frozen on the wall of the 


respective blocks. (3) At some later time a dilation dike of Cascadian 


gre.nodirite was introduced. This c3i.ke opened the, old fissure: forcing the 


r'spective wall apart to the ectent . of three to te feet. (Ii.) Th 


mertt is not clear in relation to the time element,, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had crystalized. This waa a lateral movement, again involving the 


foot block that moved. to the south. Zither simultaneous with this movement or 


at some time iate, quartz carrying sulfides ivaded. the dike • This nvas ion, 


filled the fractures and replaced some of the origina]. quartz and rock miÜèrals. 


Mineralization is in all three coinponents of tbe zone. The cbaxacteristic 


mineral is molybdenité with lesser amounts of other aulfides • This type of 


deposition is known as "desiminated. replacement" and. is one of the known types 


of molybdenum deos.ts.,
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Molybdenite tends to deposit indefinite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented. by the area that is intersected, by 


the tunnel is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the tunnel is about midway in the zone of molybd,enite 


deposition. At a higher elevation represented by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfid.es seem to run stronger. At some distance down. the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing of molybdenite. These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 	 S 


There were no samples taken at this time for assay. Samples should be 


carefully cut from wall to wall and of uniform depth and assayed. Until, this 


is done very little can be said. as to whether the Dcvii's Canyon is a mini or 


not, Just by visual inspection, it would appear that there is enough strength 


to the. deposit to warrant a complete sampling and detailed examination. 


After sampling and assaying has established the tenure of the ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a mining. system for the adequate development 
of the propert r Thc topography is sirTh....hat the location of tunnels and. the 


1.	 2Jp!zeat, -icrk would not . pre&ent a problem.
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On August 19, 1950 the property of the Consolidated Mo1ybienuni 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the purpose of completing the 


examination that was started last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather conditions. The canyon was explored except the extreme upper end, 


Heavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible, 


In the preliminary report the rock conditions were discussed in 


detail and the type of veins were studied. Here the author will only 


augment that report and make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of molybdenite as the characteristic sulfide mineral. 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Incorporated, properties are in 


Section 26, 27; R.lO E.; T.25 N.; W.M. 


The past history of the property is not recorded. in .. the literature 


and is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Northwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that as early as 1892 prospec.. 


tore had crossed the divide from the Skykomish - Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualniie river. However there is no mention of Molybde.. 


nite mad at this time. 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated in 1782 but no large scale pro-


duction was made until 1913 and. real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


iron and steel. Molybdenum acts like tungsten but more so. It requires 


approximately 50% less molybdenum to obtain a similar quality of alloy. 


Molybdenum is at the present the most important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization in iron and. 


steel are increased, by the use of molybdenum. Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and. resistance to 


crystallization are required as in aircraft parts, atoniobi1es, shafts,
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high speed tools, gears, guns, and armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil's Canyon are pre-Cascad.ian or early Cascadian 


granite (hornblend biotite granite), The sequence of events that produced Devil's 


Canyon are: 


(1) Normal faulting in which the west block had both a strike and dip èomponent, 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion hü obscured 
the amount of this movement and as it has no direct relation to the events that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration. 


(2) Into this fault was intruded a dilation dyke of granodiorite, This grano-
diorite is of the so called Cascadian granodiorite type. 


(3) A second series of movements took place that shattered the granodior-
ite dil:e but apparently did not extend into the vail rock. 


(4) Into these secondary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts Well 
formed crystals were present in places. 


(5,) Movement was again active. This third movement extended into the canyon 
wall producing tear faults in the d.ownthrow block, West block, or foot wall, 


(6) At sometime later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian intrus-
ive action, veins of moderate high temperature quarts invaded all fractures. 
These solutions and vapors carrying quartz and molybdenite were under sufficient 
pressure to invade the gra'nodiorite, depositing fine grained mol'odenite in the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In some places rosettes of Inolybdenite 
occures in the granodiorite, 


The Quartz carrying molybdenite is.in the main glassy with the molybdenite 


occurring within the quartz as veil as at the contact of the veins with the wall 


rock. These quartz veins tiake up approximately 25% of the mineralized area. 


Devil 's Canyon Is c narrow 1t left by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granodiorite dike. The walls are precipitous and hè grade of the canyon is 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, is interrupted by several abrupt cliffs in 


the floor of the canyon and becomes a torrent even with a small amount of rain. 


Much of the canyon floor is covered with detritus that obscures mineralization.
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Deer Gulch is the main tear fault that cuts the foot wall block. This 


fault ,has the same history as the main Devil's Canyon fault and contains th 


same type of mineralization, The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that is 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's Canyon, but more probably it is a tear fault vein 


of simultaneous origin. However there is evidence that there is a second dike 


east of Devil's Canyon.' This was not investigated but should be.' 


The mineralized zone varies in width from two feet to ten feet. The


pinchLig and swelling follows the original' fault walls and. is characteristic. 


As elevation in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide minerals appear. This is the normal history of v3lnS of this type. 


The description of the mineralized area was difficult because of the erosion. 


On rarely sees the entire width of the mineralized dike and the quartz.veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure. The dike rock has had some alteration 


as the result of the intrusion of the quartz bearing hot solutions. This has 


made the deposition of the molybdenite possible by opening minute channels be-


tween the crystals that were disturbed by the fault movement, In the granodi-


crite that has been exposed by the erosion and acted upon by:'the air plus some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered to molybd.ite, Mo 203 or 


molybdenum ochre. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ance. This should not be confused with the yel1owish color of the iron stains 


of limonite. 


The quartz veins range in width from almost undliscernible veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the quartz vein matter is a small amount of 


serisite probably derived from the alteration of the fe1dpars, The dissemination 


of molybdenite in both the graziodiorite and the quartz veins is not uniform in
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concentration but leans and. strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, but the amount of min-


eral present vii]. be approxImately the same. Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency towards enrichment. The overall is a strong 


showi:.g of molybdenum with ample tops to make an operation advisable.	 - 


Before much capital is invested for other purposes there should be a drilling 


prcgr planned and the resultC of such a program carefully studied. This will 


tell jtet how much ore there is present and how it is concentrated. As the 


propefty no: 5taflds it is a raw proCpect and there is no ore that can be estimated 


or described farther than to say that there is, on the basis of surface showings, 


a sizable tonnage of theoretical ore. 


As 1nolybdenite tends to deposit in a definite zone under rather a narrow 


thermal range, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of the lower half of the mineralized zone. A new location should be 


sought at a lower level and. a mining engineer employed to lay out. the minIng 


methods Such a location could be found about two hundred feet below the present 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a plan that will give a comprehensive and logical 


approach to the problem. This should be in writing for future reference. Dis-


coveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed to said discov-


eries so that they may be readily accessible for examination. 


A new cabin and such other buildings as are 'appertenant should be planned 


for early spring and so loqated that the danger of snow slides would be avoided. 


The present cabin is untenantable.
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At the places where ropes are now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can be seen as a whole without endangering life and limb. 


Hand samples are inadequate so large samples should be taken from several ' 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and sent to some estab-


lished. firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should be in the neighborhood of 500 pounds each.. 


It is my belief that such a method of sampling would show enough strength 


to the ore body to warrant dvelopmcnt in the immediate future. 


/s/ F. AG McMillin 


F0 A, McMILLIN 
Economic Geologist


''.1 
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REPORT ON 


CONSOLIDAThO MOLYBDENUM, INC.. HOLDINGS


IN THE BUENA VISTA MINING DISTRICT 


KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON 


by 


OLIN M. SPRAGUEJ 


Professional Engineer 
641 N. Callow Avenue 


Bremerton, :'iashington. 


11 BECAUE THESE SECURiTIES ARi BELInVED TO BE EXEMPT FRO! 
RLGiSTPJTION, THEY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES 
.ND XCHkNGE COivii.iISSION; LUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF AVAILABLE, DOES 


NOT INDICATE THAT THE SECURITIES HAVE BEEN EITHER APPROVED OR 
DIAPFRCVED BY THE COMLiISS ION OR TEAT THE COMIISS ION HAS 
CONSIDERED THE ACCURkCY OR COMPLETENESS OF TIlE STATEHENTS IN 
THI COMLtJNICAT ION."
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641 N. Callow Av. 


Bremerton, Wash.


October 23, 1948. 


At your request I have made an examination of the 


.mining claims comprising the Coso1idated io1ybdenuni, Inc. Mine 


property during October, 1948. 


I am embracing my findings iii the attached Report. 


This Repoxt' is based upon what I have seen, from certain r\ecorded 


documents, maps, and from Oonversations with persons whom I 


on.ider to know whereof they have spoken. 


The intent herein is to give an accurate description 


of	 p:operty with the purpose in mind of offering duly sub-





ntied fas, or, at times, my conclusions based upon my 


obse'vaticvnS, combined with written documents. 


My purpose is to so place my statement of fact, that 


those interested in what I am saying will be able to draw correct 


conclusions relative to this iiining Property, upon reading and 


studying what is to follow.


, /V7 
Registered Profes4ona Enginee..
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CONSOLIDATED viOLYBDENTJM INC PROPERTY' 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. Property is located in 


Section 27, Twp. 25 N., R. 10 ., LM. in the northeastern part of 


KIng County, ashington. It is in the Buena Vista Mining District. 


Official Records of the property are kept in the County Auditor's Office, 


of King County, at Seattle, WashingtOn 


Ownership is by Possessory Right, which, under United States 


and ashington State Mineral and Mining Laws, mans that the claimant 


in possession can not be distubed except by some one who shows a better 


right to the premises. 


•	 The present owner has possessed, occupied, and improved the 


property, arid complied with the legal requirements since 1905, or there-


abouts. 


•	 Claim corners are in place and the boundary lines marked in 


the usual manner, 


hére is a log cabin 18 feet by 18 feeb corivniently situated 


upon the propertyt a good trail leading thereto, and a tunnel 5 feet by 


7 feet in section. Some mining tools and cabin equipment. 


The general appearance of the property is such as convinces 


•	 one that the owner or claimant, has thru all these years, valued and 


cherished this property. The said owner shows by his toil and effort 


that he has continuously placed faith in the promise the property offers. 


-1.-
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It might be further stated as a fact, that the toil and effort 


put upon the property has been purposeful, and pursued with a high degree 


of intelligence. 


The orebody outcropping and in the tunnel, is a mass and a 


flaked Molybdenite in a large Pegmatite dyke. There is reason to be-


lieve that this property contains at least two other, and separate 


Pegmatite dykes. 


ACCESSIBILITY 


The route to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property, start-


ing from Seattle, is over U.S. Hiway No. 10, Last to North Bend, some 


29 miles, then northesterly up the County Road following the North Fork 


of the Snoqualmie River some 26 miles. The 1 st 10 miles of this County 


Road has been built during 1948, and consists of a well gravelled road, 


built to support heavy traffic. 


It is a Mine-to-Market Road on a right-of-way secured by Iing 


County thru Court condemnation. This right'of-way is secured to the 


Forestry Boundary, one mile further than constructed, and the Lennox 


iine is at the further end of this uncompleted mUe. Expectation of 


improvement of this last mile is thru cooperative effort of the owners 


of property contiguous to the Forestry Boundary and lying around the con-


fluence of the Lennox River and the North Fork of the Snoqualmie. 


From the Forestry Boundary, the State o Washington Mine-to-, 


Market Road Cornmision has surveyed and located a route up the Lennox 


River some 4 and 1/2 miles, substantially following the old, existing
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trail southeasterly to the mouth of Cougar Creek. Plans and specifi 


oations have been prepared for construction of this section of roa4 


up Lennox River, and contract for construction is shortly expected to 


be le t by the State of Washington Iiighwy Department, Completion of the 


road is expeoted, and specified in the Speóificatioris, early in 1949. 


The road when constructed will end at the foot of the slope 


rising to the south and approximately 3/4 mile north of the central part 


of Consolidated 1iolybdenum mc, property. 


From examination, access to the property from the end of the 


Mine to iviarket Road, as now located, will be upwards. of I and 3/4 miles 


of road on a 9% grade, with perhaps one or two "switchbacks". This


route would tke off up the Lennox River and over a northeasterly slope 


affording ample way for sustaining the desired grade. 


Ground is very good for road construction, and with proper 


drainage should not preseflt , any difficulties. The route follows thru 


'a timbered area; hence no snow slide trouble. 


DESCRIPT ION 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property is a group of 10 


claims, center lines of which extend from Cougar Creek South 52 0 East. The. 


southerly string consists of 4 claims, each 1500 ft. up the mountain side and 


running from Cougar Creek South 52° Last, 6000 ft. Northerly from and parallel 


and adjacent to this string,; are two stringa of .3. claims extending so 


that the southeasterly end lines of all three tiings' lie in a straight 


line. i.nother way of description is to say that 9 claims form a rectangle 
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4500 'ft;,..or three claims,,, long,.. aid .etending. South 520 East , up. the.. 


mountain., and three c1aims or 1800 ft wide, at right angles to the slide 


lines across. .the..upward s.1ope.. The tenth. .ia.im extenI in., line frorn . the 


aorthwes:teriy part' of the rectangular grou.p,d .ownwar:d to 'C'oat'Cree. .& 


handle. on. a rectangle. 


The entire surface of the property is covered with a growth of. 


Alpine and Nobl Fir' and Yellow 	 réss. Some 'of the C.ypressattainS 


a diameter of 6 ft. indicating great age ai4, the trees stand unln3ured 


or deformed:fr,pmany siide'.. r other catastrophic a'genci'e's.. This indicates... 


a. safe: surface.... 


Along, the general center line of' the . s out e.ster'iy four clainis 


up. the mouatai., there is a .canyon, rising on, a siope, of. 350, or 57 ft. 


per 100 ft. The wail's are sheer granit and rise, in places, upwards of 


100 ft. above the floor, the width of the canyon varies from 15 ft to 


5Q ft...


The:"fi•oor frrn C.bugar'Cte.ek t: the top of the slope, is a 


Pegmatfte with qua;rt.,:'.ythg i.Iammn.ated . fOrmation' 2 to 6.. inches of the 


Pegma±itewith a-quartz ribbon inbetween ... '.1/4 to 3 inches thick.. These' 


alternate ribbons fill the entire' . widt'h . ;betwee.n:the" ca:nyo walls-,, and' the' 


Mo1ybdii.t.e	 is. found. 'in this . floor forn.tion. 


A"tunnel 5.ft.by7:ft.. irt.section is driven in . this canyon, in. 


the secOnd claim, some 1200. ft..from. and 600 or 700 ft.. highet than.Cougar. 


Creek..


The ptt&l is'in the side' of the.canyon,.safe.y out of the oreek







bed and after traversing thru the granite wall, strikes the Peginatite vein, 


100 feet in, and under the northerly side of the vein. It then follows 


the vein for a distance of 100 feet to the tunnel face. The walls of the 


tiinnèl are impregnated with the Molybdenite ore. 


Parallel to and northerly from the canyon there are two creeks 


flowing in small gulches, in which the same Pegmatite shows Uo Their 


extent is at present undetermined, The indication is more than enough to 


warrant extensive investigation. A great deal of Molybdic Ocher coloration 


shows all along each of these creeks and Molybdic Ocher is an excellent 


guide to underlying Molybdenite deposits. 


THE DEPOSIT 


The strike of the veins on the Consolidated Iolybdenum Inc. Property 


is South 52 East, the dip is 80° to 90°. The Pegmatite in the Canyon itself 


lies exposed from the upper edge of the talus above Cougar Creek, upward 


along the Canyon floor some 5000 . ft. It varies in width from 15 to 50 ft. 


Pegmatites rise fromvery great depths, and are notorious for their irregular 


structure. Their depth range is so great that no mine starting on a pro-


ductive Pegmatite is likely to reach a horizon too deep for further deposits. 


Zonal arrangment of minerals withix Peginatite bodies is common,,, 


but these changes &re usually simetrica1 with respect to thewalls and to 


the center line, and are not expression •of depth. This is to say..that:aflY 


change of mineral, within the body takes place immediately across.. the section 


of Pegmatite, horizontally, and say, at right angles to the main axis of the
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vein; it does not change vertically as in enrichment veir with their 


zonal arrangement, according to ae and pecific gravities. 


This characteristic of Pematitee is quitt dependable, and applied 


to the Consolidated Loiybdenum Inc0 property we have a Pegrnatite vein in depth 


from Elevation 3500 M Cougar Creek, rising th'u the four claims South 5° 


East to Edevation around 6000, or a depth of probably 2500 ft. with no 


information as to depth below Cougar Creek bed. 


Aga:Lu, this same vein or a close relative strike off to the 


northwes3t on the same bearing of North 520 West over4 Goat Eountain to 


Sunday Lake , and car'. be traced fOr4 two and one-half miles; where it crosses 


Goat Mountath about one mile northwest, it outcrops considerably hither 


than the apex o the. Consol:idated ioLybdenurn property. 


This lea. to the uoiuion that here lies a tremendous body of 


ore, 


LfiPOiTANCE OF JAIOLYBDEWUM 


The reasonable assurance of an ample deposit of ore brings up 


thc auotiori of what iVeb this ore its importance? What is it used for? 


What is its vaiu? 


1olydeio	 'r)mpozcr of t;re elements, G' molbenum and 4qZ 


sulphur, and i also known as Molybdenum Suiphide. it is a soft, shiny, 


grey or black mineral usually in flak or platese its hardness is 1, 


and specific gravity 4,F3• A cubic Coot will, weigh up to 300 pounds. 


Molybdenite is used as a lubrioarrt; 	 its place, superior to
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graphite, which it somewhat resembles. It is especially valuable around 


highspoed machinery and the mbving pa	 of delicate instruments, as a 


lubricant. Refined, that is,. Molybdenie With constituent parts separated 


smeltèd, leaves the metal, Molybdenum. Molybdenum is ueed in steel alloys 


for iüghspeed tools, and steel and iron castings. It is found in the 


United States in Maine, New Hathps}ire, Washington, Colorado and New Mexico. 


Its value exists both before atid after smelting. Refining and 


concentrating is rather ticklish because o its specific 'gravi'oomiig 


close to the copper pyrites which nay be present in small quantities in 


the Pegn1atite along its joints'with the iost Hock. This examination has 


discibsed no pyrites but some s almost inevitable; however, the metal is 


recovbrcd and the process is not an involved one as witness the present 


production. 


The demand since World War II has greatly increased en account 


of new uses and wider distribution of consmp óii the price is by the pound, 


at preseiit about 46^ a :P0UU( for the Molybdenite at the mine, 


ASSAYS


such data as tO assays is, at this time, scant, The few samples 


reported upon show l	 4% 5% and one sample which returned iQ%. This, 


roughly, gives 100 pounds per ton, or, say, 45.00 per ton. From all 


indications this does not seem unreasonable. 


- DEVELOPIVaLNT 


The matter of development on the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 


property is one that should be give utmost care. Access to the property at 


this time is over trails and roads, and by late 1949 every indiation is that 


motor traffic will be available to within 3/4 of a mile from the present cabin.
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The extst2.n€' tunnel on the prcerty appears to be in a well 


selected locion. lr thit respràt, i; i.s .i't ac ricim but as a 


sugictiox, at o tmol lo"cr cThw +card CouCat Creek niht be tc a 


bettor advantage, as orrLe 4('O or C0.i f4t of elevq.t'on i.gh be 4 tor 1e 


utij.tzor. The ouc rc.ti'Q	 ould c'itol +F'is iiatter. Tie mine looks 


ac thou r .h it could b3 dovelhpsd by 4Norkin several levels. 


Te slope down ti the bottdn of the hill is straight and an' 


Where on a convenient not, the irill should 'be placed;. this is	 cbntrbl


factor.


It :eems, from piert i. driitio:i, that ore miht bo tran 


fer"ad o€r rtrlEi trvn 1r1r ttie p 'r reach. o a 'niil close down oj 


the râad '':hcre it could be loaded ox:tt ti"uck for chirping, 	 he mill to 


concentrate and store f .hippin. 


There is 'goOd possibility, of ample water power both i- Cougar 


Creek and on Lennox Rver. Would suggest tlAiat thic be with low had tu.rbine 


Machinery is more expensive but requr . s les construction. - has	 tondetcy 


towards getting everything "c1be-in". 


Owing to the distance out, it would appear that de.mp buildings 


will be necesoary; cook house with commissary and, later, a superintendent's 


house with an of fioe& 


Mine timbers will be necessary, which may be cut from timber On 


the ground.. This will probably work out cheaper if a small "portable mill" 


were set up at the start.. Lumber and timbers could be cut from standing 
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tirriber on the property as required and around 25.O0 per M. saved over 


market cost. It would also save unnecessary traffic over the road, which 


can interfere wih . ore shipment. 


CO1' OLTS ION


From the indoations on Coiisolidated Molybdenum Inc. property it 


should be plain to anyone acquainted with the ore Molybdenite, ar.d the rock 


Pegrnatite, that here lies a very promi'iig Mine Property. The potential 


tonnage wOuld only be a wild, wierd guess t this time. It is certain that 


one vein some 5000 fe*t long, .5 feet wide, and average 1250 feet in depth 


exists and is in sight at a single glance. With two other veins not so 


plainly discernible but showing strong evidence of similar existence, it is 


too hrpothetical at this time, to say anything more, 


We 1iow only partially what the bottom may be. The ore appears 


remarkablV free from other metals than Molybdenum. The ofinite assurance 


of the road being built close to the Mine is an advantage few properties can 


enoy. Iri short, every feature and circumstance pertaining to this 


property is enhancing its value. 


Hypothetically estiniating production for sake of further 


elucidation, let us assume one tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. the length of each 


string of claims. The total length of tuzie1 would then be 


6000 ft. in the southerly string of 4 claims 
4500 ft. in each of the two northerly strings, or 


15000 ft. of theoretically prothctive ore. 


then the volume of material would be 
5x7xl5000 


15 cu, ft. per ton OB 35000 tons 


Average value of 35000 to.zs	 5% or 100 lbs. Molybdenite, per ton , of ore 


would yield 3,500,000 lbs. of Molybdenite.
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Such a vast quantity, ever ' in theory, is staggering and should 


not, of course, be Used in any reasonable e8timates. But again, we have 


otly considered depth at 7 ft. sd thétØ. ià likely to be 1200 or 1500 


ft of depth, plus uhat may lie below the level of Cougar Creek Floor. 


Ore should be expected to suci depth as egmatite nay extend, and mind 


to ch a horizon as the rook will stand and Pegrnatite extends to very 


reat depth. 


It should be remembered also, that Uraninite, found only in 


Péma .ites, is not an impossibiiity N oniows for sure that this 


ore d	 not exist here on this property, axid rdin none would be 


loss. 'No investigation has' been made as far as * 	 iow. The basic cori 


ditlon8 for Uranium, Thorium, and other rare metaiC exist in this Pegmatite, 


arid is 'wOxth the test, The quantIty of .Nolybdènib iiould soon pay the cost 


Of such a.n investigation.	 . 


•	 Then too, as oharacteristio in Fegmatite, there are quantities 


of clear quartz crystals in the rock a'ound thse. dykes, Some observed, 


measured	 iriOhes long by 1 inch aOrOss. 'Theses when clear, are valuable 


in lens making, and in radio and othe industrial .tsOs. 


Accessibility and extent o the dëposi thake this property a 


very valuable one.


/	
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STATUTORY STATE1ENT - CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenses of State of Washington. 


EXI-IIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of 1a3hi11ton, May 25, 1948. 


EXHIBIT 2. Address of registered business office in State of 'Vashington: 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington. 


EXHIBIT 3. List of officers, all of whom are directors, holding office for 
term of one ye, and amount of stock held: 


G.L.Hansen,, sident, 614 Yale Avenue N., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
L.J.Madden,.vice president, Rt.3 Box 415, Bremerton,Wash. 127,500 shares held 
K.O.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, Wash., 127,500 shares held 
E.A.Amburn, treasurer, 1814 25th S., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
C.L.Johnston, director, 245 S.Montgomery St.,Bremerton,Wn.127,500 shares held 
E. Saurers, director, Rt.3, Box 415-B, Bremerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Madden, director, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
G.M.0sterberg,ieg9J', 756 Stimson Bldg, Seattle, Wash, 127,500 shares held 
V. Osterberg,t , 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Wn. 127,500 shares held 
Mrs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Zybura, director, 4409 - 36th So., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500. shares held 
Mrs.E.L,Watson,director, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn. 	 127,500 shares held 


EXHIBIT 4. Number of shares of coirmion stock authorized, all nonassessable, 
3,000,000 shares, par value 10% each. Preferred stock, None. 


EXHIBIT 5. Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc., issued 127,000 shares to each of 
twelve incorporators. 1,530,000 shares are placed in escrow with Frederick IV. 
Post, 6251 - 31st N.E., Seattle, ashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


EXHIBIT 6. Consideration received by company from shares issued and
outstanding July 1, 1948,is: On 1,530,000 shares, 153,000 value placed on 
lease and organizing. 


EXHIBIT 7. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1948. 
ASSETS	 LIABILITIES 


Lease on property 	 .......j127,500.00	 Common Stock issued...,.	 153,O00.00 
Deferred charges, 


	


prepaid expenses......25,500.00 	 __________ 


	


TOTAL.......... 453,000.0O	 TOTAL..... ..... 153,O0O,0O


EXHIBIT 8. Number of shares or other securities to be issued to public in:: 
present offering:


No. Shares Offering PriCe 


Common Stock........ 	 1,470,000	 10% 
Preferred Stock.......	 None	 None 
Approximate amount expected to be derived from sale..	 $147,00O.0c 
Approximate amount of commissions to be paid......... 	 36,750.00 
Approximate amount of exploration work, development 


work, and equipment to be purchased............. 	 11O,000.QO 
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EXHIBIT 9. Rate of commissions to be paid and form of payment. (In money 


Cf Cmpay's securities). 


1. Agents............... .................... 25% in money 
2. Member of corporation a selling agent,.. 25% in money 


3 •	 Underwriters. . . . . . • , . • . . . . • • . ...... . . • . None 


Amount of salaries to be paid f or ensuing year: 
No calaries are to be paid to the president or vice president or secretary 


or treasurer or general manager or others. 


EXHIBIT 10. Names and addressee of authorized Agents or underwriters at 


time of filing: 


G H. Oserberg, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Vernoi Os 4 erberg, 19345 - 37th Avenue, N.E., Seattle, Washington 


Mrs. B. T .., 1atson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, 'Iashington 
Mrs. Lillien Liptrap, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
John Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Garry L. Hanson, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle,'WashingtOfl 
Loonerd J. Madden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
Jack iladden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
E. A. Amburn, 1814 - 25th South, Seattle, iTashington 
Kenneth 0. Welling, 14521 aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 
Edwin Saurers, Rt. 3, Bo 415-B, 3remerton, "iashington 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. Jontgomery Street, Bremerton, *lashington 


EXHIBIT 11. (a) Describe fully history of company 	 (b) Describe claims 


and give their approximate location, and type of mining to be engaged in. 
(c) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work. (o) Type of machinery and 
equipment to be purchased. (f) Briefly outline purpose for which funds are to 


be used. 


Consolidated iiolybdenum, Inc. was organized in Hay, 1948. It does not 
succeed any other form of mining company; it is a completely new company. The 
claims are located in the Buena Vista Mining district, which district is approxi-
mately 25 miles North and 'ast of North Bend, Washington. The company hss a .99 
year lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 ast, W. H., King County, Washington. No royalties or other 
cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the incorporators own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for stock in the 


company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is 427,500.00. Some tunnel 
work has been done. At the point of access to the ore bearing vein, a swift 
mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" cub through the vein. A tunnel has 


been driven into the side of the canyon, to curve around to the vein and escape 
the water, Further development work proposed by the company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 
workers, erection of mill, and flotation plant, arid the installation of a tram 
from mine to mill, together with the necessary grading.
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The machinery needed and proposed to be purchased includes; Diesel power 
plant, 50-ton mill, flotation plant, air compressors arid drills, tramway equipment 
and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary accessories arid tackle for such 


equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the mining claims, erect such 
buildings as are necessary to house men arid equipment, purchase mining, milling 
and flotation equipment, and to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolls, 
payment of taxes, and purchase of supplies. 


There is no present authorization in the organizational plan of the company 


for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and no such action is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient amounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
secure the type of administration needed to carry on the work. 


Dated May 25, 1948. 


(Corporate Seal)
	


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


I- H-,-Q----


By G.L.Hansen, President. 


Attest: K.0,1 fellirig, Secretary
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REPORT ON 


CONSOLIDAThD MOLThDENUii 1 INC HOLDINGS 


IN THE BUENA VISTA MINING DISTRICT 


KING COiNTY, JASHINGTON 


by 


OLIN . SPRAGUE 


Profes6ional Engineer 
641 •N. Callow Avenue 


Bremerton, :Jashington. 


BLCAU TdESE SECURiTIES ARi BELIEVED TO BE EXEMPT FROi 
RLGISTPATION, THEY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES 


ND EXCHA1GE COMMISSIOIT;.LUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF AVAILABLE, DOES 
NOT INDICATE THAT THE SECURITIES HAVE BEEN EITHER APPROVED OR 
DiAiFROVED BY T1IE COMLISION OR THAT THE COMiIISSION HAS 
CONSIDERED THE ACCURACY. OR COMPLETENESS OF THE STATEMENTS IN 
TfiI COMi1UNICATION."
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641 N. Callow Ày. 


Bremerton, Wash0


October 23, 1948. 


At your request I have made an examination of the 


mining claims comprising the Cosb1idated i'iolybdenum, Inc. Mine 


property during October, 1948. 


I am embracing my findings in the attached Report. 


This Report is based upon what I have seen, from certain recor'ded 


documents, maps, and from conversations with persons whom I 


conider to know whereof they have spoken. 


The intent herein is to give an accurate description 


o: he p:operty with the purpose in mind of offering duly sub-


ntited facts, or, at times, my conclusions based upon my 


obse'vatiQnS, combined with written documents. 


My purpose is to so place my statement of fact, that 


those interested in what I am saying will be able to draw correct 


conclusions relative to this Iiining Property, upon reading and 


studying what is to follow.


Registered Profes4ona)i Enginee. 


I







CONSOLIDATED IvIOLYBbENUM INC • PROPERTY 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. Property is located in 


Section 27, Twp. 25 N., a. 10 E., Vv.lvi. in the northeastern part of 


King County, ashington. It is in the Buena Vista Mining District. 


Official Records of the property are kept in the County Auditor's Office, 


of King County, at Seattle, Washington. 


Ownership is by Possessory Right, which, under United States 


and ashington State Mineral and Mining Laws, means that the claimant 


in possession can not be disturbed except by some one who shows a better 


right to the premises. 


The present owner has possessed, occupied, and improved the 


property and complied with the legal requirements since 1905, or there 


abouts.


Claim corners are in place and the boundary lines marked in 


the usual manner. 


There is a log cabin 18 feet by 18 feet conveniently situated 


upon the property: a good trail leading thereto, and a tunnel 5 feet by 


7 feet in section. Some mining tools and cabin equipment. 


The general appearance of the property is such as convinces 


one that the owner or claimant, has thru all these years, valued and 


cherished this property. The said owner shows by his toil and effort 


that he has continuously placed faith in the promise the property offers. 
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It might be further stated as a fact, that the toil and effort 


put upon the property has been purposeful, axd pursued with a high degree 


of intelligence. 


The orebody outcropping and in the tunnel, is a mass and a 


flaked Molybdenitein a large Pegmatite dyke. There is reason to be-


lieve that this property contains at least two other, and separate 


Fegmatite dykes. 


ACCESSIBILITY 


The route to the Conàolidated Molybdenum Inc. property, start 


ing from Seattle, is over U.S. Hiway No. 10, East to North Bend, some 


29 miles, then northee.sterly up the County Road following the North Fork 


of the Snoqualmie River some 26 miles. The 1 st 10 miles of this County 


Road has been built during 1948, and consists of a well gravelled road, 


built to support heavy traffic. 


It is a Mineto-Market Road on a right-of-way secured by King 


County thru Court condemnation. This right-of-way is secured to the 


Forestry Boundary, one mile further than constructed, and the Lennox 


Kiie is at the further end of this uncompleted mile. Expectation of 


improvement of this last mile is thru cooperative effort of the owners 


of property contiguous to the Forestry Boundary and lying around the con-p 


fluence of the Lennox hIver and the North Fork of the Snoqualmie. 


From the Forestry Boundary, the State o Washington iine-to-


iarket Road Commission has surveyed and located a route up the Lennox 


River some 4 and 1/2 miles, substantially following the old, existing 
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trail southeasterly to the mouth of Cougar Creek. Plans and specifi-' 


cations have been prepared for oonstructiofl of this section of road 


up Lennox River, and contract for construction is shortly expected to 


be let by the State of Washington Highway Department. Completion of the 


road is expected, and specified in the Specifications, early in 1949. 


The road when constructed will end at the foot of the slope 


rising to the south aud approximately 3/4 mile north of the central part 


of Consolidated iviolybdenum Inc. property. 


From examination, access to the property from the end of the 


Mine to iviarket Road, as now located, will be upwards of 1 and 3/4 miles 


of road on a 9% grade, with perhaps one or two "switch-backs". This 


route would t1ce off up the Lennox River and over a northeasterly slope 


affording ample way for sustaining the desired grade. 


Ground is very good for road construction and with proper 


drainage should not present any difficulties. The route follows thru 


a timbered area; hence no snow slide trouble. 


DESCRIPT ION 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property is a group of 10 


claims, center lines of which extend from Cougar Creek South 520 East. The 


southerly string consists of 4 claims, each 1500 ft. up the mountain side and 


running from Cougar Creek South 52° Last, 6000 ft. Northerly from and parallel 


and adjacent to this string, are two strings of 3 claims extending so 


that the southeasterly end lines of all three strings lie in a straight 


line. Lnother way of description is to say that 9 claims form a rectangle 
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4500 ft., or three claims, long, azid extending South 52° East up the 


mountain, and three claims or 1800 ft. wide, at right angles to the slide 


lines acrOss the upward slope. The tenth claim extends in line from the 


northwesterly part of the rectangular group downward to Cougar Creek - a 


handle on a rectangle. 


The entire surface of the property is covered with a growth of 


Alpine and Noble Fir and Yellow Cypress. Some of the Cypress attains 


a diameter of 6 ft. txdioating great age arid the trees stand uninjured 


b1 deformed from any slides or other batastrophic agencies. This indicates 


a safe surface. 


Along the general center line of the southwesterly four claims 


up the mountain, there is a canyon, rising on a slope of 350, or 57 ft.


per 100 ft. The wails are sheer granit and rise, in places, upwards of 


100 ft. above the floor; the width of the canyon varies from 15 ft to 


50 ft.


The floor from Cougar Creek to the top of the slope is a 


Pegmatite with quartz, lying in laminated formation - 2 to 6 inches of the 


Pegmatite with a quartz ribbon in between 1/4 to 3 inches thick. These 


alternate ribbons fill the entire width between the canyox walls, and the 


Molybdenite ore is found in this floor formation. 


A tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. in section is driven in this canyon, in 


the second claim, some 1200 ft. from and 600 or 700 ft. higher than Cougar 


Creek.


The pDt.1 is in the side of the canyon, safely out of the creek 







bed and after traversingthru the granite wall, strikes the Pe'gmatite vein, 


100 feet in, and under the northerly side of the vein. It then follows 


the vein for a distance of 100 feet to the tunnel face0 The walls of the 


tunnel are impregnated with the liolybdenite ore. 


Parallel to and northerly from the canyon there are two creeks 


f1owng in srnll gulches, in which the same Pegmatite shows upe Their 


extent is at present undetermined, The indication is more than enough to 


warrant extensive investigation. A great deal of Molybdic Ooher coloration 


shows all along each of these creeks and Molybdic Ocher is an excellent 


guide to underlying Molybdenite deposits. 


THE DEPOSIT 


The strike of the veins on the Consolidated olybdenum Inc. Property 


is South 52° East, the dip is 80° to 90°. The Fegmatite in the Canyon itself 


lies exposed from the upper edge of the talus above Cougar Creek, upward 


along the Canyon floor some 5000.ft. It varies in width from 15 to 50 ft. 


Pegmatites rise from very great depths, and are notorious for their Irregular 


structure. Their depth range is so great that no mine starting on a pro-


ductive Pegmatite is likely to reach a horizon too deep for further deposits. 


Zonal arrangment of minerals withi4 Peginatite bodies is coxnmon, 


but these changes cre usually symetrical with respect to the walls and to 


the center line, and are not expression of depth. This is to say that any 


change of mineral within the body takes place immediately across . the section 


of Pegmatite, horizontally, and say, at right angles to the main' axis of the 
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vein; it does not change verti.cally as in enrichment veirA with their 


zoial arrahernent,. acoord lug to age and pecifio gravities. 


This characteristic, of Pegmatitesis'quit'3 dependable, and applied 


to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property we have a Pegrnatite vein in depth 


from Eievation 3500 t Cougar Creek, rising thru the four claims South 52° 


East to blevation around 6000, or depth of probably 2500 ft. with no 


information as to . depth below Cougar Creek bed. 


Again, this.same vein or a close relative strike off to the 


northwest on the same bearing of North , 52° est over Uoat i1ountain to 


Sunday Lake and cars. be traced for two and one-half miles; where it crosses 


Goat Mountain about one nile northwot, it outcrops considerably Imigher 


than the, apex of th Consolidated io.ybdenunt property. 


'hi 1eacl to the cuciusion that here lies a tremendous body of 


ore. 


IQJTA10E OF L0L1BDLN'JM 


The reasonable assurance of an ample dopoit of ore brings up 


thc auetion of what ivo this ore its inportance? What is it used for? 


What is. it valuo? 


LoIybdemito :L ocmpoert ot t'o olemen.te, cc molybenurn and 4 


sulphur, and 12 also known ae MoWb.ienum Sulphide, It is a soft, shiny, 


grey or baok miniral ucually in flak or plates. its hardness is 1, 


and specific gravity 40F3• A cubic foot will, weigh up to .300 ..pounds.. 


Molybdenite is used as a luhrioat; fi its place, .superior to 
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graphIte, which it somewhat resembles. I ' is especially valuable aroutid 


high'.speed machinery and the mO'vi1g parts of delicate instruments, as a 


lubricant. Refined, that is, Molybdenite with constituent parts sepax'ated 


melted, leaves the metal, Molybdenum. Molybdenum is used in steel ailôy 


for high-speed tools, and teel and iron castigs. It is found in the 


United States in Maine, New.Hampshire, Washington, Colorado and New . Mexico. 


Its value exi3s both before and after smelting. Refining end 


concentrating is rather ticklish because of its specific graFcoming 


close to the copper pyrites which may be present in small quantities in 


the Pegruatite along its joints with the Host Rook. This examination has 


disclosed no pyrites but some is almost inevitable; however, the metal is 


recovered and th process is not an involved one as witness the present 


production. 


The demand since World War II has greatly increased or account 


of new uses and wider distri.bution of consumption; the price is by the pound, 


at present about 46% a pound for the Iviolybdenite at the mine. 


ASSAYS


Such data as to assays is, at this time, scant. The few samples 


reported upon show l	 4% 5% and one sample which returned i. This, 


roughly, gies 100 pounds per ton, or, say, 45.00 per ton. From all 


indications this does not seem unreasonable. 


DEVELOPMENT 


The matter of development on the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 


property is one that should be give utmost care. Access to the property at 


this time is over trails arid roads, and by late 1949 every indi4ation is that 


motor traffic will be a'railable to within 3/4 of a mile from the present cabin.
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The existing tunnel ôi the pi-bperty appears 'to hein.awell 


selected locaticn. in this rep'ct, it is not as criticism but as a 


that o tumel lower dcwi twad . Cougat Ureek might a 


better' advritage, as s OflLC 400 "o.r '500 f4t of' elevation might bettez be 


Utilizce The ou rcti'g ,lFn ould cotol fbe itter. T rio mine looks 


.s though it could b. dovelopeci by iorking 	 rerai levels. 


T tC slope dorn to the hotom of the hill is c tralght end au;.. 


Wh€ire":oli a .bsui1ent 3p0t 4, the xrill should be 'placed; this is - control 


factor.


It rieems; from pre&rt in.oniatirin, that ore: rnght be trans. 


Thrie1 oer'terial trim frcmtho upccr reache; to a mill close don by 


the road :hore it could, be loaded .ox?.to truek for chipping. The mill to 


ccnceittratc and store f or chipping.	 ,' 


Thi'e is good possibility of'mpl Water power both k. Cougar 


Cieék and on Lennox Rvér. Would suggest thAt thi3 be with low hoad tuHine. 


Machinery is more expensive but requires 1es construction. - has	 torciency 


towards getting everything "close-int'. 


Owing to the distande utj it would appear that camp biildings 


will be necessary; a cook house ith commissary and, later, a superintendent's 


house wIth n office 4 


Mine timbers will be necessary, which may be cut from timber' on 


the ground. This will probab'ly'work'out cheaper if a small "portable mill" 


were set up at the start. Lumber and timbers could be' cut from standing 
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timber on the property as required and around $25.00 per M. saved over 


market cost. It would also save unnecessary traffic over the road, which 


can interfere with, ore shipment. 


C01 : CLTS ION


From the ind&cationS on Caiisolidated Molybdenum Inc. property it 


shc.u].d be plain to anyone acquainted with tha ore Moly}'denite, ar.d the rook 


Pegmatite, that here lies a very promiiig Mine Property. The potential 


tonxage would oily be a wild, wierd guess t this time. It is oetain that 


one vein some 5000 feet long, .5 feet wide, and average 1250 feet in depth 


exists and is in sight at a single glance. With two other veins not so 


plainly discernible but showing strong evidence of similar existence, it is 


too hypothetical at this time, to say anything more, 


We iciow only partially what the bottom may be. The ore appears 


remarkably free from other metals than Molybdenum. The definite assurance 


of the road being built close to the Mine is an advantage few properties can 


enoy. In short, every feature and circumstance pertaining to this 


property is enhancing its value0 


Hypothetically estimating production for sake o further 


elucidation, let us assume one tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. the length of each 


string of claIms. The total length of tuel would then be 


6000	 in the southerly string of 4 claims 
4500 ft. in each of the two northerly strings, or 


15000 ft. of theoretically prothictive ore. 


then the volume of material would be 
5x7x15000 


15 cu. ft. per ton	
35000 tons 


Average value of 35000 tons	 5% or 100 lbs 0 Molybdenite per ton , of ore 


would yield 3,500,000 lbs. of Molybdenito.
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Such a vast quantity, even in theory, is staggering and should 


not, of course, be used in any reasonable estimates. But again, we have 


only considered depth at 7 f. and there is likely to be 1200 or 1500 


èet of depth, plus what mr lie below the level of Cougar Creek Floor 


Ore should be expected tp such depth as Pegmatite may extend, and mined 


to	 h a horizon as th rock *111 stand, and Pegmatite extends to very 


groat depth. 


It should be remembered also, that Uraninite, found onl in 


Pegrnatites, is not an impossibility. No one ibWs for sure that thI8 


ore doos fb i; exist here on this xoperty, and flndin none would be !ib 


loss. NO iwcstigation ha been thade as far as we 1oiow. The basic con 


ditns for U1'anium, Thorium, and other rare meals éxst in this Pegrnatite, 


and is worth the test. The quantity of Molybdenite would soon pay the cost 


of such au investigation. 


Then too, as characteristic in Pegmatite, there are quantities 


of clear quartz crystals in the rock around these dykes, Some observed, 


measured 3 inches long by 1 inch across. These, when clear, are valuable 


in lens making, and in radio and other industrial uses. 


Accessibility and extent of the deposit make this property a 


very valuable one.
// /
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STATUTORY STATE1ENT - CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDET 1iJM INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenses of State of Washington. 


EXHIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of VIahington, May 25, 1948. 


EXHIBIT 2. Address of registered business office in State of Washington: 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington. 


EXHIBIT 3. List of officers, all of whom are directors, holding offioe.'for 
term of one yeai, and amount of stock held: 


G,L,Hansen,VtEbsident, 614 Yale Avenue N., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
L.J.Madden, vice president, Rt.3 Box 415, Bremerton,liash. 127,500 shares held 
K.O.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
E.A.Amburn, treasurer, 1814 25th S., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
C.L.Johnston, director, 245 S.Montgomery St.,Bremerton,Wn.127,500 shares held 
E. Saurers, director, Rt.3, Box 415-B, Bromerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Madden, director, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Wash.	 127,500 shares. held 
G.M.Osterberg,	 rtoy, 756 Stimson Bldg, Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares . held 
V. Osterberg,'	 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Wn. 127,500 shares held 
Mrs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 sha'es held 
J. Zybura, director, 4409 - 36th So., Seattle, Wash. 	 l27,500shares held 
Mrs.E.L.Watson,director, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn.	 127,500 sha±'es held 


EXHIBIT 4. Number of shares of common stock aüthorizëd, all nonassessable, 
3,000,000 shares, par value lofoaoh. Preferred stock, None. 


EXHIBIT 5. Consolidated Nolybdènthn, Inc., issued 127,000 shares to eac3 of 
twelve inoorporators. l,530,000shares are placed in escrow with FrodericW. 
Post, 6251 31st N.E., Seattle, iashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


EXHIBIT 6. Consideration received by company from shares issued and 
outstanding July 1, 1948, is: On 1,530,000 shares, l53,000 value plaeed on 
lease and organizing. 


EXHIBIT 7. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 3., 194& 
ASSETS	 LIABILITIES 


Lease on property....... .. .42't,500.-00	 Conimon Stock issued....... $153,000.00
Deferred charges, 


	


prepaid expenses...... ?5.,500.0O	 ___________ 


	


TOTAL........•.. l&3:,000.00 	 TOTAL........... 153,000.0O 
EXHIBIT 8. Number of shares . orother securities to be issued to ub1ic in 


present offering: No. Shares Offering Price 
Common Stook........ 	 1,470,000	 10 
Preferred Stook.....,.. 	 None	 None 
Approximate amount expected to be derived from sale..	 $147,000.00 
Approximate amount of ooadssibns.to be paid.........	 36,760.00 
Approximate amount of exploration work, development 


work, and equipment to be purohased...0......... 	 110,000.00 
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EXHIBIT 9. Rte .6' , cdmm1sions to be paid and fctrm of payment.. (In money 


cc compary t s securities).' 


1. Agents. ..............••...• ............... 25	 in money 
2. Member of corporation as selling agent,.. 25'/ in money 


3 •	 Undezwriters.................. ........... None 


Amount of salaries to be paid for ensuing year: 
No calaries are to' be paid to the president or vice presidert or seoretary 


or treasurer or general manager or others. 


EXHIB'IT 10. Names and addresses of authorized Agents or underwriters at 


time of filing: 


G. N. Osterberg, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Vernoi Oscrierg, 19345 - 37th Avenue, N.E., Seattle, Washington 


Mrs. E. T. ."Tatson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. Lillien Liptrap, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Jhn Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Garry L. Hansen, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 
Loonard J. Madden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Breinerton, Washington 
Jack [adden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
E. A. Amburn, 1814	 25th South, Seattle, Washington 
Kenneth 0. Welling, 14521 aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 
Edwin Saurers, Rt. 3, Bo 415-B, 3remerton, 'ashington 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. 1ontgomery Street, Bremerton, Washington 


EXHIBIT 11. (a) Describe fully history of company. (b) Describe claims 
and give their approximate location, and type of mining to be engaged in0 


(c) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work.. (o) Type of machinery and 
equipment to be purchased. (f) Briefly outline purpose for which funds are to 


be used. 


Consolidated !iolybdenUm, Inc. was organized in ilay, 1948. It does not 
succeed any other form of mining company; it is a completely new company. The 
claims are located in the Buena Vista Mining district, which district is approxi-
mately 25 miles North and ast of North Bend, Washington. The company has a 99 
year lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 ast, W. H., King County, Washington. No royalties or other 
cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the incorporator a own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for stock in the 


company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is ?127,500.00. Some tunnel 


work has been done. At the point of access to the ore bearing vein, a swift 
mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" cus through the vein. A tunnel has 
been driven into the side of the canyon, to curve around to the vein and escape 
the water. Further development work proposed by the company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 


workers, erection of mill and flotation plant, and the installation of a tram 
from mine to mill, together with the necessary grading.
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The machinery needed and proposed to be purchased iiicludes; Diesel power 


plant, 5Oton mill, flotation plant, air compressors and drills, tramway equipment 
and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary accessories and taokle for such 
equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the minin claims, erect such 
buildings as are necessary to house men and equipment, purchase mthing, milling 
and flotation equipment, and to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolls, 
payment of taxes, and purchase of supplies. 


There is no present authorization in the organizational plan of the company 
for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and no such action is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient amounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
secure the typo of administration needed to carry on the work. 


Dated May 25, 1948. 


(Corporate Seal)
	


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


aiivj I Hi 
By G.L.Hansen, President. 


Attest: K.O.1 ielling, Secretary
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RES IDENCE 
3101 North 31st Street


Pr. 1715 


On October 7 to 9, 19149, an attempt was made to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc., property located in eec, 26 and 27, 


R1OE, T 25 N, W.M, Conditio of weather made a complete examination 


impossIble. Determination of the nature and character of the veins was 


possible and this section of the report will deal v5th this phase. 


The location of the vein Is In Devi],ts Canyon, Erosion has removed, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of vein material from the canyon. 


The wall rock of Devil's Canyon is pre...Cascadjan Granite (Hornblencl 
Biotite Granite). The sequence of events 


that produced Devil's Canyon are: 


(1) Normal fault in which the west block h4s dropped, thus 
giving a vertical 


d
isplacement of the two sides. This compoent was not acces8lble within the 


time spent on tie property, (2) Into .this fault was intruded a fissure vein 


of quartz. The vein material is glassy and well frozen on the 
vail of the 


respective blocks, (3') At some later. t±rne, a d .ation dike of Caècadian 


granodirite was introduced. This . iike opened the. old fissure forcing the 


respective waLl. apart to the extent of' three to ten feet. ( li) Th 
merit is not clear in relation to the time element, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had crystalized. This wa a lateral movement, again Involving the 
foot block that moved to the south, Either simultaneous with this movement or 
at some time latez, quartz carrying sulfiaes invaded the dike. This invasion 
filled the fractures and replaced some 


of the original quartz and rock minerals. 


Mineralization is in all three components of the zone. The cbaracterjstjc 


mineral is molybdenjte with lesser amounts of other eulfides, This type of 


deposition j known as "desjminajej replacement" and is one of the known types 
of molybdenu de'osf•ta,
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Molybdenite tends to deposit in definite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented by the area that is intersected by 


the tunnel is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the tunnel is about midway in the zone of molybdenite 


deposition. At a higher elevation represented by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfides seem to run stronger. At some distance down the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing of molybdenite,, These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 


There were no samples taken at this time for assay. Samples shouid be 


carefully cut from wall to wall and of uniform depth and assayed. Until, this 


is done very little can be said as to whether the Dcvii's Canyon is a mine or 


not. Just by visual inspection, it would appear that there is enough strength 


to the depbsit to warrant a complete sampling and detailed examination, 


After sampling and. assaying has established the tenure of the, ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a miriin system for the adequate development 


of the propertye Thc topography is suh that the location of tunnels and the 


-.rcrk ou1d rAot pre&ent a rrohlem.
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On August 19, 1950 the property of the Consolidated Molybdenum 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the purpose of completing the 


examination that was started last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather conditions, The canyon was explored except the extreme upper end. 


Heavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible. 


In the preliminary report the rock conditions were discussed in 


detail and the type of veins were studied, Here the author will only 


augment that report and. make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of mnolybdenite as the characteristic sulfide mineral. 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Incorporated properties are in 


Section 26, 27; R.lO E.; T.25 N.; W.M. 


The past history of the property is not recorded in the literature 


and. is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Northwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that as early as 1892 prospec-


tors had crossed the divide from the Skykomi gh - Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualmie river. However there is no mention of Molybde.. 


nite made at this time, 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated in 1782 but no large scale pro 


duction was made until 1913 and real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum. produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


iron and steel. Molybdenum acts like tungsten but more so. It requires 


approximately 50% less molybdenum to obtain a similar quality of alloy. 


Molybdenum is at the present the most important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization in iron and 


steel are increased by the use of molybdenum. Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and resistance to 


crystamzatj.on are required as in aircra 't parts, aut,oznobiles, shafts,
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high speed tools, gears, guns, and. armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil's Canyon are pre-Cascad.ian' or early Cascadian 


granite (hornblend biotite granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's 


Canyon are: 


(1) Normal faulting in which the west block had both a strike and. dip component. 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion has obscured 
the amount of this movement and as it has no direct relation to the events that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration. 


(2) Into this fault was Intruded a dilation dyke of granodiorite. This grano-
diorite is of the so called. Cascadian granod.iorite type. 


(3) A second series of movements took place that shattered. the granodior-
ite dike but apparently did not extend into the wall rock. 


(4) Into these secondary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts, Well 
formed. crystals were present In places. 


(5) Movement was again active • This third. movement extended into the canyon 
wall producing tear faults in the downthrow block, West block, or foot wall. 
(6) At sometime later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian intrus-
ive action, veins of moderate high temperature quarts invaded all fractures. 
These solutions and vapors carrying quartz and molybdenite were under sufficient 
pressure to invade the granodiorite, depositing fine grained molbdenite in the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In some places rosettes of molybdenite 
occures In the granodiorite, 


The Quartz carrying molybdenite is in the main glassy with the molybd.enite 


occurring within the quartz as well as at the contact of the veins with the wall 


rock. These quartz veins make up approximately 25% of the mineralized area. 


Devil's Canyon is narrow slot left by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granodiorite dike. The walls are precipitous and the grade of the canyon is 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, is interrupted by several abrupt cliffs in 


the floor of the canyon and becomes a torrent even with a small amount of rain. 


Much of the canyon floor is covered with detritus that obscures mineralization.
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Deer Gulch is the main teal' fault that cuts the foot wall block. This 


fault has the same history as the main iiévil's Canyon fault and contains the 


same type of mineralization, The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that is 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's CanyOn, but more probably it is a tear fault vein 


of simultaneous origin. However there is evidence that there is a second dike 


east of Devil's Canyon. This was not investigated but should be. 


The mineralized zone varies in width from two feet to ten feet. The


pinching and swelling follows the original fault walls and is characteristic. 


As elevation in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide minerals appear. This is the normal history of v.ins of this type. 


The description of the mineralized area was difficult because of the erosion. 


One rarely sees the entire width of the mineralized dike and the quartz veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure. The dike rock has had some alteration 


as the result of the intrusion of the quartz bearing hot solutions. This has 


made the deposition of the molybdenite possible by opening minute channels be 


tween the crystals that were disturbed by the fault movement. In the granodi-


orite that has been exposed by the erosion and acted upon by:•the air plus some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered to molybdite, Mo 203 or 


molybdenum ochre.. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ance. This should not be confused with the yellowish color of the iron stains 


of limonite. 


The quartz veins range in width from almost undiscernble veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the quartz vein matter is a small amount of 


serisite probably derived from the alterafion of the. f'eldspars. The dissemination 


of molybdenite in both the granodiori,te and. the quartz veins is not uniform in
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concentration but leans and strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, but the amount of mm-. 


eral present will be approximately the same. Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency. towards enrichment, The overall is a strong 


showi:g of molybdenum with ample tops to make.an operation advisable. 


Before much capita1 is invested for other purposes there should be a drilling 


progr planned and the results of such a program carefully studied. This will 


tell just how much Ore there Is present and how it is concentrated. As the 


propefty no stands it is a raw prospect. and there is no ore that can be estimated 


oi ö.scribed farther than to sá that there is, on the ba1s of surface showings, 


a sizebie tonnage of theoretical ore, 


As molybdenite tends to deposit in a definite zone under rather a narrow 


thermal range, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of the lower half of the mineralized zone, A new location should be 


sought at a lower level and a mining engineer employed to lay out the mining 


methods, Such a location could be found about two hundred feet below the present 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a plan that will give a comprehensive and logical 


approach to the problem. This should be in writing for future reference, Dis-


cOveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed to said d.iscov-. 


eries so that they may be readily accessible for examination, 


A new cabin and such other buildings as are appertenant should be planned. 


for early spring and so located that the danger of sno slides would be avoided. 


The present cabin is untenantable,
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At the places where ropes are now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can be seen as a whole without endangering life and. limb. 


hand samples are inadequate so large samples should be taken from several 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and sent to some estab 


lished firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should be in the neighborhood of 500 pounds each. 


It is my belief that such a niethod of sampling would show enough strength 


to the ore body to warrant development in the iuediate future. 


/8/ F. A, McMillln 


F A. McMILLD' 
Economic Geologist


- 
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r 801 Central Building 


June 19, 1951 


United States Department of the Interior 
Geoloptci.l Survey 
S. 157 Hoard street 
Spokane 8, Washington 


Gentlemen: 


Thank you for your letter of June 5, 195).. This Is In regird 
to our application for Féderál aid on rno1ybderium At the 
time of filing .that, we• d ot•understa,:nd. that a seperate 


•	 F-l03 was nec s:iry for.eaeh . r1icatIon. This will of 
• course, effect our , esin.ted cost on the mo1yhdeth. The 


total es.timiited cost would be 6,00c.oO. As to the manner 
in which this: would be usea, e have, not as yet been able 


•	 •to decide. We havebeenadvised tódriilthe propertl, 
•


	


	 . which would oot. about $5,000.00 for threého1es of a ltttle' 
over 300 feet each. This work would be lot out on a con-


•. tract basis tc an independexit . drilling contractor. However, 
we have received advice alsO, that it Would be unnecessary to 


' dri11 and that. It would be betterto spend that money In 
driving shafts. tO locate the : veins. Thi8 dan easily be. done 
g the molybdenum is visible on the surface of the canyon . 
floor In placos. We therefore. wishto secure. competent advice 


•	 from arather experienced mining.e-ner.' We should like 
•	 to encage the' services of such. an engineer and then depending 


• upon his advIce either institute the drilling program or drive 
the shafts. I believe the latter. wbuid.bo the more practicaL 


:,. V.e acknowledge that the exploration program. for molybdenum 
would be on,a, 50% matching.basis. 	 i.dontally,.the cost of 
drilling wot1 be close to 5.00 per foot, Ve have not as yet 
obtained a sound estimate from any driller. 


Very truly yours, 


CCNSOLIDATED 40LYBDNU, INC. 


V. W. Osterberg 
?resident 


V110 vi
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	 OFFICE	 "Ecoomic Geologist' 	 RESJDENE 
/	 305 Howarth Hall	 PäcomrL, Waàhington	 3101 North 31st Street 
/	 Col1ee of Puget S,und	 ''	 Pr. 1715 
/	 Pr. 3521 


On October 7 to 9, 19119, an attempt was made to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc., property located in sec, 26 and. 27, 


R1QE, T 25 N, W.M, Conditions of' weather made a complete examination 


impossIble, Determination of the nature and character of the veins was 


possible and this section of the report will deal with this phase. 


The location of the vein is in Devil's Canyon. Erosion has removed, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of vein material from the canyon. 


The wall ro of	 'a 'Canyon is pre .Cascadian Granite (ornblend 


Biotite Granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's Canyon are 


(1) Normal fault' in 'Thi,oh the west block hás dropped, thus giving a vertical 


displacernent'or the two sides. This compoflent was not acceseible within the 


time spent on the property. (2) Into this fault was intruded a fissure vein 


of quartz.. The vein material is glassy and. well frozen on the wall of the 


respective blocks, (3) At some later time a dilation dike of Cascad.ian 
granod.irite was introduced. This ike opened the old fiEeure forcing the 


respective wall apart to the extent of three to te feet. '( 1i)	 VO 


mertt is not clear n relation to the time element, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had crystalized., This was, a lateral movement, again involving the 


foot block that moved. to the south. Either simultaneous with this movement or 


at some time later, quartz carrying suluides invaded the dike. This invasion 


fil1ed the fractures and replaced sone of the original quartz and rock minerals. 


Mineralization is in all three components of the zone. The cbaxacteristic 


mineral is molybd.enite with lesser ainounte of' other aulfides. This type of 


deposition is known as "desiminated replacement" and. is one of the known types 


of moiybdenun deos its
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Molybdenite tends to deposit in definite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented by the area that is intersectedby 


the tunnel is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the tunnel is about midway in the zone of molybdenite 


deposition. At a higher elevation represented by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfides seem to run stronger. At some distance down the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing 3f molybdenite. These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 


There were no samples taken at this time for assay. Samples should be 


carefully cut from wall to wall and of uniform depth and assayed. Until, this 


is done very little can be said as to whether the Devil's Canyon is a mine, or 


not. Just by visual inspection, it would appear that there is enough strength 


to the deposit to warrant a complete sampling and detailed examination. 


After sampling and assaying has established the tenure of the ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a mining .yctem for the adequate development 


of the propert re Thc topography is suh. that the location of tunnels and the 


';.	 -.rr$ would riot: :pre&ent a problem.
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On August 19, 1950 the prOperty of the Consolidated Molybdenum 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the purpose of completing the 


examination that was started last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather'conditions, The canyon was explored except the extreme upper end, 


Heavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible. 


In the :preliminary report the rock conditions were discussed in 


detail and the type of veins were studied. Here the author will only 


augment that report arid make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of molybdenite as the characteristic sulfide mineral. 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Incorporated, properties are in 


Section 26, 27; R.lO E,; T.25 N.; W.M. 


The past history of the property is not recorded in the literature 


and is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Nbrthwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that as early as 1892 prospec.-


tors had crossed the divide from the Skykomish Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualmie river. However there is no mention of Molybde.. 


nite made at this time. 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated in 1782 but no large scale pro.-


duction was made until 1913 and real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


iron and steel, Molybdenum acts like tungsten but more so. It requires 


approximately 50% less molybdenum to obtain a similar quality of alloy. 


Molybdenum is at the present the most important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization in iron and 


steel are increased, by the use of molybdenum. Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and resistance to 


crystall1ztion are required as in aircraft parts, automobiles, shafts,
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high speed tools, gears, guns, and armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil's Canyon are pre-Cascadian or early Cascadian 


granite (hornblend biotite granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's 


Canyon are: 


(1) Normal faulting in which the west block had both a strike and dip component. 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion has obscured 
the amount of this movement and as it has no direct relation to the events that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration. 


(2) Into this fault was intruded a dilation dyke of granodiorite, This grano-
diorite is of the 90 called Cascadian granodliorite type. 


(3) A second series of movements took place that shattered the granodior-
ite dike but apparently did not extend into the wall rock. 


(4) Into these secondary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts, Well 
formed crystals were present in places. 


(5) Movement was again active. This third movement extended into the canyon 
wail producing tear faults in the downthrow block, West block, or foot wall. 


(6) At sometime later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian intrus-
ive action, veins of moderate high temperature quarts invaded all fractures. 
These solutions and vapors carrying quartz and molybdenite were under sufficient 
pressure-to invade the granodiorite, depositing fine grained molbdenite in the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In some places rosettes of molybdenite 
occures in the granodiorite, 


The Quartz carrying molybdenite is in the main glassy with the molybclenfte' 


occurring within the quartz as well as at the contact of the veins with the wall 


rock. These quartz veins make up approximately 25% of the mineralized, area. 


Devil's Canyon is narrow clot left by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granodiorite dike. The walls are precipitous and the grade of the canyon is 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, is interrupted by several abrupt cliffs in 


the floor of the canyon and becomes a torrent even with a small amount of rain. 


Much of the canyon floor is covered with détritu8 that obscures mineralization.
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Deer Gulch is the main tear fault that cuts the foot wail block. This 


fault has the same history as the main Devil's Canyon fault and contains the 


same type of mineralization. The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that , is 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's Canyon, but more probably it is a tear fault vein 


of simultaneous origin. However there is evidence that there is a second dike: 


east of Devil's Canyon. This was not investigated but should be. 


The mineralized zone varies in width from two feet to ten feet. The 


pinching and swelling follows the original fault walls and is characteristic. 


As elevation in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide minerals appear. This is the normal history of veins of this type. 


The description of the mineralized area was difficult because of the erosion. 


One rarely sees the entire width of the mineralized dike and, the quartz veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure • The dike rock. has had some alteration 


as the result of the intrusion of the quartz bearing, hot solutions. This has 


made the deposition of the molybdenite possible by opening minute channels be-


tween the crystals that were disturbed by the fault movement, In the ranodi-


orite that has been exposed by the erosion and acted upon by: the air plus some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered to mo1ybdite, Mo203.or: 


molybdenum ochre. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ance, This should not be confused with the yellowish color' ofthe iron stains 


of limonjte. 


The , quartz veins range in width from almost undiscernible veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the quartz.vein matter is a small amount of 


serisite probably derived, from the alteration of the fe1dpars, The dissemination 


of 'molybdenite ' in both the granod,iorite and the quartz veins is not uniform in
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àoncentration but leans and strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, but the amountof min-


eral present i1l be approximately the same, Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency towards enrichment. The overall is a strong 


shovi:g of molybdenum with ample tops to make an operation advisable. 


Before, much capital is invested for other purposes there should be a drilling 


program planned and the results of such a program carefully studied, This will 


tell just how much ore there is present and how it is concentrated. As the 


property no stands it is a raw prospect, and there is no ore that can be estimated 


or described farther than to say that there is, on the basis of surface showings, 


a size.bie tonnage of theoretical ore. 


As nolybdenite tends tO deposit in a definite zone under rather a narrow 


thermal :'ange, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of the lower half of the mineralized zone. A new location should be 


sought at a lower level and a mining engineer employed to lay out the mining 


methods 0 Such a location could be found about two hundred feet below the present 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a plan that will give a comprehensive and logical 


approach to the problem. This should be in writing for future reference, Dis-


coveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed to said discov-


eries so that they may be readily accessible for examination. 


A new cabin and such other buildings as are appertenant should be planned 


for early spring and so located that the danger of snow slides would be avoided. 


The present cabin is untenanta.ble,
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At the places where ropes are now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can be seen as a whole without endangering life and 1imb 


Haiacl samples are inadequate so large samples should be taken from several ' 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and, sent to some est&o-


lished firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should be in the neighborhood of 500 pounds each. 


It is my belief that such a method of sampling would. show enough. strength 


to the ore body to warrant development in the immediate future. 


Is! F. A MeMillin 


F3 A. McMILLIN 
Economic Geologist
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REPORT ON 


CONSOLIDAThD MOLYBDENUM 1 INC. HOLDINGS 


IN THE BUENA VISTA MINING DISTRICT 


KING COtNTY, WASHINGTON 


by 


OLIN ii. SPRAGUE 


Professional Engineer 
641 N. Callow Avenue 


Bremerton, :iashington. 


"BECAUSE THESE SECURiTIES ARE BELIEVED TO BE EXEMPT FROi 
REGISTRATION, THEY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES 
£.ND XCHANGE COMiIbSION; LUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF AVAILABLE, DOES 
NOT INDICATE THAT ThESECURITIES HAVE BEEN EITHER APPROVED OR 
DIAPPROVED BY THE COMMISSION OR THAT THE COMMISSION HAS 
CONSIDERED THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE STATEHENTS IN 
THI COMMUNICATION."







641 N.. Callow Av. 


Bremerton,. Wash.


Octoer2,, 1948. 


At your request I aye made an examination of the 


mining claims comprising the CosoIidatêd iuolybdenum, Inc.. Mine 


property d.ring October, 194. 


I am embracing my findings in the attached Report.. 


This Report is based upon what I have seen, from certain recorded 


documents, maps, and from conversations with persons whom I 


on . ider to know whereof they have spoken.. 


The intent herein is to give an accurate descripticn 


:.:operty with the purp.oso in mind of offering duly sub-


ntited facs, or, at times, my conclusions based upon my 


obse raticvns, combined with written documents,.. 


idr purpose is to so place my statement of fact, that 


those interested in what I am saying will b,e able to draw correct 


conclusions relative to this 1iining 'Property, .•pon rea4ing and 


studying what is to follow.


Registered Profesa'&ôna Enginee.







CONSOLIDATED IvIOLYBDENTJM INC. PROPERTY 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. Property is located in 


Section 27, Twp. 25 N., R. 10 i., W.lvi. in the northeastern part of 


King County, vashington. It is in the Buena Vista Mining District. 


Official Records of the property are kept in the County Auditor's Office, 


of King County, at Seattle, Washington. 


Ownership is by Possessory Right, hich, urde . ' Jnited States 


and iashington State Mineral and Mining Laws, means that the claimant 


n possession can not be disturbed except by some one who shows a better 


right to the premises. 


The present owner has possessed, occupied, and improved the 


property, and complied with the legal requirements since 1905, or there-. 


abbuts,


Claim corners are in place and the boundary lines marked in 


the usual manñei' 


There is a log cabin 18 feet by 18 feet conveniently situated 


upon the property: a good trail leadiiig thereto, and a tunnel 5 feet by 


7 feet in section. Some mining tools and cabin equipment. 


The general appearance of the property is such as convinces 


one that the owner or claimant, has thru all these years, valued and 


cherished this property. The said owner shows by his toil and effort 


that he has cqtinuously placed faith in the promise the property offers. 


-1-
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It might be frther stated as a fact, that the toil and effort 


put upon the property has been purposeful, and pursued with a high degree 


of intelligences 


The oi-ebbdy Ôutcrópping iid In the tunnel, is a mass and a 


flaked Molybdenite in a large Pegmatite aykè& Theze is Mon to be-


lieve that this property contains at least two other, and separ'àte 


Pegmatite dykes. 


ACCESSIBILITY 


The route to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property, start 


ing from Seattle, is over U.S. Hiway No. 10, East to North Bend, some 


29 miles, then northeasterly up the County Road following the North Fork 


of the Snoqualmie River some 26 miles. The 1 st 10 miles of this County 


Road has been built during 1948, and consists of a well gravelled road, 


built to support heavy traffic. 


It is a Mine-to-Market Road on a rightofway secured by Ling 


County thru Court condemnation. This rihtof-way is secured to the 


Forestry Boundary, one mile further than constructed, and the Lennox 


Mine is at the further end of this uncompleted mile. Expectation of 


improvement of this last mile is thru cooperative effort of the owners 


of property contiguous to the Forestry Boundary and lying around the con-


fluence of the Lennox i'iver and the North Fork of the Snoqualmie. 


Fromthe Forestry Boundary, the State o1 ashingon Mine-tb-


Market Road Commission has surveyed and located a route up the. Lennox 


River some 4 and 1/2 miles, substantially following the old, existing 


I)
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trail southeasterly to the mouth, of Cougar Creek. Plans and spOQifi 


cetions have been prepared for contrucion of this section of road 


up Lennox River, and contract. for construct ion is shortly expected to 


be let by the State of Washington Hi,hway Department. Completion of the 


road is expected, and. specified in the SpecUicattons, early .nl99? 


The road when constructed will end at the foot of the lope 


rising to the south and approximately 3/4 mile ngxth of ie central part 


of Consolidated Molybdenum mc, pr.operty 


•	 From examination, access to the property from the end of the 


Mine. to iarket Road, as now located, will be upwads of 1 an4 3/4 miles 


o road on 9% grade, with perhaps one or two 	 This 


route would take off up the Lennox Riverand over a northeasterly slope 


affording ample way for sustaining the desired grade. 


Ground is very good for roed construction and with proper 


draInage should not pres6nt any dlfficultes. The route follows thru 


a timbered area; hence no snow slide trouble. 


DESCRIPTION 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property is a group o 10 


claims, center lines of which extend from Cougar Creek South 52 0 East. The 


southerly string consists of 4 claims, each )r500 ft. up the mountain side ar4 


runnin from Cougar Creek South 5? o iast, 6000 ft. Northr.y 2rpm and parallel 


and adjacent to this string, are two strings of 6 claims extending so 


that the ;southeasterly end lines of all three strings lie in a straight 


lIne. Another way of decription is to say that 9 claims form a rectangle
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450 ft., or three claims, long, &nd exterlLling South 52° Last up the 


mountain, and three claims or 1800 ft. wide, at right angles to the slide 


lines across the upward slope. The tenth claim extends in line from the 


northwesterly part of the rectangular group downward to Cougar Creek a 


handle on a rectangle. 


The entire surface of the property is covered with a growth of 


Alpine and Noble Fir and Yellow Cypress. Some of the Cypress attains 


a diameter of 6 ft. indicating great age and the trees stand uninjured 


or deformed from any slides or other catastrophic agencies. This indicates 


a safe surface. 


Along the general center line of the southwesterly four claims 


up the mountain, there is a crOn rising oh a slope of 35°, oi' 57 ft. 


per 100 ft. The waii are sheez granit and rise, in places, upwar& of 


100 ft. above the floor; the width of the canyon varies from 15 ft to 


50 ft.


The floor from Cougar Creek to the top of the slope is a 


Pegmatite with quartz, lying in laminated formation - 2 to 6 inches of the 


Pegmatite with a quartz ribbon in between 1/4 to 3 inches thick. These 


alternate ribbons fill the entire width between the canyon walls, and the 


Molybdenite ore is found in this floor formation. 


A tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. in section is driven in this canyon, in 


the second claim, some 1200 ft. from and 600 or 700 ft. higher than Cougar 


Creek.


The pvtt1 is in the side of the canyon, safe).y out of the creek 
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bed and after traversing thru the granite wall, tr1kes the pegmatite vein, 


100 feet in, and under the northerly side of the vein. It then follOw8 


the vein for a distance of 100 feet to the tunnel face. The walls of the 


tunnel are impregnated with the iviolybdenite ore. 


Parallel to and northerly from the canyon there are two creeks 


flowing in small gulches, in which the same Peginatite shows up. Their 


extent is at present undetermined, The indication is more than enough to 


warrant extensive investigation. A great deal of Molybdic Ocher coloration 


shows all along each of these creeks and Molybdic Ocher is an excellent 


guide to underlying Molybdenite deposits. 


THE DEPOSIT 


The strike of the veins on the Consolidated 1o1ybdenum Inc. Property 


is South 520 East, the dip is 80° to 90°. The Fegxnatite in the Canyon itself 


lies exposed from the upper edge of the talus above Cougar Creek, upward 


along the Canyon floor some 5000.ft. It varies in width from 15 to 50 ft. 


Pegmatites rise from very great depths, and are notorious for their irregular 


structure. Their depth range is so great that no mine starting on a pro-


ductive Pegmatite is likely to reach a horizon too deep for further deposits. 


Zonal arrangment of minerals within Peginatite bodies is common, 


but these changes cre usually symetrical with respect to the walls and to 


the center line, and are not expression of depth. This is to say that any 


change of mineral within the body takes place immediately across the section 


of Pegmatite, horizontally, and say, at right angles to the main axis of.the 
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vein; it does not change vertically as in enrichment veir with their 


zcral.arrangement,. aoc9rdiug to ac and 	 ecifio gravities. 


This chAracteristic, of Pe'aatites is quite dependable, and applied 


to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inca property e have a Pegmatite vein in depth 


from Elevation 350GM Cougar Crk rising th'u the four claims South 


East tO Lieva.tibn around 6000, or a depth of probably 2500 ft. with no 


rrnatiori as to depth below Cougar Creek bed. 


Again, th:Ls same vein or a close relative strike off to the 


iorthweet on the same bearing of North 52,0 est over Goat Mountain to 


Sunday Lake and car! be traced for two and onehalf miles; where it crosses 


Goat Mountain about one mile northwest, it outcrops coflsiderably hihor 


than the apex of the Consolidated Mo1bdenurn proerty0 


This :Lead to the conclusion that here lies a tremendous body of 


ore, 


IO!TACE OF OLY3D}i1M 


The reasonable assurance of an ample dcpoit of ore brings up 


the uotion of what givc this ore its importance? what is it used for? 


What is its val? 


holybdei	 i composed ot t'c elements, 	 molbe.nuni and 4 


sulphur, and i also known as Molbienum Suiphide. It is a soft, shiny, 


grey or b'ack mineral usually in flak or plates. its hardness is 1, 


and specific gravity 4.3. A cubic foot will, weigh up to 300 pounds. 


Molybdenite is used as a luhricat; . its place, superior to
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graphite, which it somewhat resemblos. It is especially valuable around 


high'spoed machinery and the moing pai'ts of delicate instruments, e a 


lubricant. Refined, that is, MOlybdenite with constituent parts se*rated 


snielted, leaves the metal, Lolybclenum. Liolybdenum is used in steel alloys 


fOr high-speed tools, and steel and iron castings. It is found in the 


United States in Maine, New Hampshire, washington, Colorado and New Mexico. 


Its value ecists both before and after smelting. Refining and 


concenEratIng is rather ticklish boaüse of it speøific graicoming 


close to the copOr pyrites which may be present iii small quantities in 


the Pegniatite alonR its joints with the Host Rock. This examination has 


disclosed no pyrites but some is almost inevitable; however, the metal is 


recovered and the process is not an involved one as witness the present 


pr oduetion. 


The demand since World War II has greatly increased on account 


of new uses and wider distribution of consumptioii; the price is by the pound, 


at present about 46 a pound for the Molybdenite at the mine. 


ASSAYS 


Such data as to assays is, at this time, scant.	 Th fey; samples 


reported upon show l 4% - 5% and one sample which returned l. This,


roughly, giiies 100 pounds per ton, or, say, 45.00 per ton... From all 


indiCatiors th5	 bes not seem unreasona1e 


DEVELOPMENT 


The matter of development on the Conscljdätd Molybdenum Inc. 


iop	 is one that should be give utiioàt ca'e, AQces to the property at 


this time is over trails and roads, and by late 1949 every indiøation is that 


motor traffic will be available to within 3/4 of a mile from th present cabin. 
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The exlst'n tunrel on the propertj ajpears to 1'e in a 'tell 


sele,btd iocaicn. in this respect, it is nt as critiois but as a 


ugectioD, h.at o tunnel iovr down toward Cougar Creek might be to a 


better edvantage, as some 400 or 500 f4t of elevation might better be 


utiiioñ. The ouerting plan 'vould 'ontrol this matter. The mine looks 


as thou.h t could b	 ve1ced by working several levels. 


The slope down to the bottom of the hill is straight and an 


where on a coveiierit rot, the nil should be placed; this Is u control 


fötor.


It r;ems, fron pree'rt liformatimi, that ore might be trans 


ferred over rterial trvn froth the uper 'éach. to.a mlii close down by 


the road wricre it could be .badd ox:to trucks for shipin. The mill to 


cc'neentrate and store fo ehipping. 


There is àbd possibility ofäMie;,water power both in Cougar 


Crek rd on Lennox Rrei'. Would suggest that this be with low hd turbine. 


Machinery ismore expenie but requirs 1ès âonstruction. - has	 todenby 


towards getting everything o1oe-in'. 


Owing to the distance outs it would appear that camp buildings 


will be necessary; a cook house with cc isSti and, later, a supei'intendent's 


house with an of floe. 


-	 Mine timbers will be necessary, which may be cut from timber on 


the ground. This will probably work out cheaper if a small "portable mill" 


were set up at the start. Lumber and timbers could be cut from standing
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timber on the property as required and around 25.O0 per M. saved over 


market cost. It would also save unnecessary traffic over the road, which 


can interfere with, ore shipment. 


CON CLTJS ION


From the indications on Crisolid,ated Molybdenum Inc. property it 


shculd be plain to anyone acquainted with the ore Moly}'denite, and the rock 


Pegrnatite, that here lies a very promising Mine Property. The potential 


tonnage would only be a wild, wierd guess tt this time. It is certain that 


one vein some 5000 feet long, 15 feet wide, and average 1250 feet in depth 


exists and is in sight at a single glance. With two other veins not so 


plainly discernible but showin strong evidence of similar existence, it is 


too hypothetical at this time, to say anything more, 


We kaow only partially what the bottom may be, The ore appears 


remarkably free from other metals than Molybdenum. The efinit assurance 


of the road being built close to the Mine is an advantage few properties can 


enoy. In short, every feature and circumstance pertaining to this 


property is enhancing its value. 


Hypothetically estimating production for sake of further 


elucidation, let us assume one tunnel S ft. by 7 ft. the length of each 


string of claims. The total length of tume1 would then be 


6000 ft. in the southerly string of 4 claims 
4500 ft. in each of the two northerly strings, or 
15000 ft. of theoretically productive ore. 


then the volume of material would be 
5x7xl5000 Lu. ft. per ton OE 35000 tons 


Average value of 35000 tons	 or 100 lbs. Molybdenite per ton of ore 


would yield 3 D 50Q,000 1b. of Iviolybdenite,







Such a vast quantity, even in theory, is staggering and should 


n&, bf course, be usc-d in any reaso able estimates. But again, we have 


only considered depth at 7 ft. and there is likely to be 1200 or 1500 


feet d depth, plus what may lie eiow the level of Cougar Creek Floor. 


0xe should be expected to such depth si Pegmatite may extend, and mined 


tO such a horizon as the rook will strid and Fegmatite extends to very 


rèat depth. 


It should be remembered a1sO that.Uraninite, found only In 


Pegmátites, is not an impossibility Nd one iiows for sure that tht8 


ore doos not exist here on this propefty, and fInding none would be i 


loss No ixwestgation has been made as far as we 1a'ow. The basic don 


ditions for Uranium, Thorium, and othéi rare *eta1s exist in this Pegmatite, 


and Is worth the test. The quantity of Molybdenite would soon pay the cost 


of suth an investigation. 


Then too, as charcterisig &n .Pegmatite, there are quantities 


Of élear quartz crystals in the rock aróünd these dykes, Some observed, 


ffiOasured 3 inches long by 1 inCh. across. These, when clear, ate valuáblè 


i±i lens making, and in radiO and other ndustria1 uses. 


Accessibility and extent b the deposit make this property a 


very valuable one.	
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STATUTORY STATEiENT - CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenses of State of Washington. 


EXHIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of Wa3hthton, May 25, 1948. 


EXHIBIT 2. Address of registered business office in State of 1\Tashingtoru 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington. 


EXHIBIT 3. List of officers 9 all of whom are directors, holding off joe for 
term of . one ye, , and amount of stock held: 


G.L.Hansenj/1 resident, 614 Yale Avenue N., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
L.J.1'Iaddon, vice president, Rt.3 Box 415, Bremerton,Wash. l2Y,500 shares held 
K.O.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
E.A.Amburn, treasurer, 1814 25th S., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
C.L.Johnston, director, 245 S.Montgomery St.,Bremerton,Wn,127,500 shares held 
E, Saurers, director, Rt.3, Box 415-B, Bromerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 


J. Madden, director, Rt. 3, Box 415, Brnerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 


G.M.0sterbergr1ct', 756 Stimson Bldg, Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
V.	 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Wn. 127,500 shares held 
i' .Irs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Zybura, director, 4409 36th So., Seattle, Wash.	 127,500 shares held 


Mrs.E.L0Watson,direotor, 766 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn,	 127,500 shares held 


EXHIBIT 4. Number of shares of common stock authorized, all nonassessable. 
3,000,000 shares, par value 101 each. Preferred stock, None. 


EXHIBIT 5, Consolidated Liolybdenum, Inc., issued 127,000 shares to each of 
twelve inoorporators. 1,530,000 shares are placed in escrow with Frederick W. 
Post, 6251 31st N.E., Seattle, iashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


EXHIBIT 6. Consideration received by company from shares issued an4 
outstanding July 1, 1948, is: On 1,530,000 shares, l&3,000 value placed on 


lease and organizing. 
EXHIBIT 7. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1948. 


ASSETS	 LIABILITIES 


Lease on property............127,5O0.00 	 Common Stock issued....... fl53,O0O.00 


Deferred charges, 


	


prepaid expenses......25,500.00 	 __________ 


	


TOTAL......... • 153,0O0.00	 TOTAL..........	 153,000.00


EXHIBIT 8. Number of shares or other securities to be issued to public in 
present offering:


No. Shares Offering Price 


Common Stock.......	 .	 1,470,000	 10% 


Preferred Stock.....0.. 	 None	 None 
Approxin.to amount expected to be derived from sale..	 $147,000.00 
Approximate amount of commissions to be paid........	 36,750.00 


Approximate amount of exploration work, development 
work, and equipment to be purchaaed........... 	 110,000.00 


1/
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EXHIBIT 9. Rate of commissions to be paid and farm of payment.. (In money 


cc eompar.y's securities). 


1. Agents...............,...•.• ......,.....• 25% in money 


2. Member of corporation a selling agent,.. 25 in money 


3 •	 Und erwr i te r a . . . . . ..........• . ....... • . . • • None 


Amount of salaries to be paid for ensuing year: 
No calaries are to be paid to the president or vice president or secretary 


or treasurer or general manager or others. 


EXHIBIT 10. Names and addresses of authorized Agents or underwriters at 


time of filing: 


G. M. Osterberg, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, 1iashington 
Verncn Oscrherg, 19345 - 37th Avenue, N.E., Seattle, Washington 


Mrs1 E. L. Tatson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. Lillien Liptrap, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, 'Washington 
John Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Garry . Hansen, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 
Leonard J. Nadden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
Jack iadden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
E. A. Amburn, 1814 - 25th South, Seattle, 'Washington 
Kenneth 0. Welling, 14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 
Edwin Saurers, Rt. 3, Bo 415-B, 13remerton, '7ashingtofl 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. Jontgomery Street, Bremerton, Iashington 


EXHIBIT 11. (a) Describe fully history of company. (b) Describe claims 
and give their approximate location, and type of mining to be engaged in. 
(c) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work. (e) Type of machinery and 
equipment to be purchased. (f) Briefly outline purpose for which funds are to 


be used. 


Consolidated 1!Iolybdenulfl, Inc. was organized in iIay., 1948. It does not 
succeed any other form of mining company; it is a completely new company. The 
claims are located in the Buena Vista Mining district, which district is approxi-
mately 25 miles North and ast of North Bend, Washington. The company has a 99 
year lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 Tast, W. M., ICing County, Washington No royalties or other 
cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the incorporators own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for , stock in the 


company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is 427,500.00. Some tunnel 
work has been done, At the point of access to the ore bearing vein, a swift 
mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" cubz: through the vein. A tunnel has 
been driven into the side of the canyon, to curve around t , the vein and escape 


the water. Further development work proposed by the company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 
workers, erection of mill and flotation plant, and the installation of a tram 
from mine to mill, together with the necessary grading.
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The machinery ne.eded and proposed to be purchased includes; Diesel power 
plant, 50-ton mill, flotation plant, air compressors and drills, tramway equipment 


and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary accessories and tackle for such 
equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the mining claims, erect such 


buildings as are necessary to house men and equipment, purchase mining, milling 
and flotation equipment, and to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolls, 
payment of taxes, and purchase of supplies. 


There is no present authorization in the organizational plan of the company 


for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and no such action is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient amounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
secure the typo of administration needed to carry on the work. 


Dated May 25, 1948. 


(Corporate Seal)
	


C01TSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


E a /j I Hc-' 
By G.L.Hansen, President. 


Attest: K.0. 1 1elling, Secretary
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• CONS OIII.TED MOLYBDENDM, INC. 


BAICE SHT
December 31, 1950 


ASSETS 


urrent Assets: 


Cash 
Accounts Receivable 


Total Current Assets 


fixed Assets: 


Deferred Development 
Office Furniture and Fixtures 
Land


Total Fizd Assets 
Total A380t$


219.31 
600.00


519,31 


$ 2,227,54
15.75


_53 ,000.00
• 155,243,29 


60 


kIIABILITIES 


Current Liabilities: 


Pledges Received 
Pledged Contracts 


Total Pit&l: 
Capital Stock, Authorized. 


Less Capital Stock, Unissued 
Capital Stock. Issued 


Paid-in Surplus 
Potal Liabilities and Capital


300.00 
600.00


900,00 


$300,000.00 
145,600.00


154,400.00 
• 762.60 


$156,062.60
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